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Tel-Aviv, June 2009
It is my honor and privilege to present you with the final report of the
project Identifying Needs of Medical First Responders in Disasters
(NMFRDisasters), funded by the European Commission under
FP7.
Magen David Adom was privileged as the coordinator of this project,
and honored to work together with distinguished Emergency Medical Services (EMS), research
institutes and the industry.
The world we live in, experiences on a daily basis emergency and disaster situations, caused by
natural phenomena or man made.
The increasing challenges, and decreasing resources, force EMS providers to be more and more
effective.
The expectations of the governments as well as those of the public, along with the complexity of
the incidents demand that we will be more and more professional by the day.
We could not meet the needs and challenges without a scientific research that will support the
activities, and the industry that will develop the required technology.
The support of a dominant entity, such as the research bodies of the European Commission is
such activities, guaranties efficient Research and Development that will promote the safety and
security of the citizens and societies we serve.
I would like to thank the DG Enterprise and Industry - H.4, European Security Research and
Development, for their support, and commend them for their vision and work towards promoting
safer communities to live in.
The involvement of end users in projects, as required by the commission, is a real step towards
more effective R&D.
I would like to use this opportunity to thank the partners of the project for their high level of
participation and commitment to the successes and high quality results of this project.
This project presents the needs in the field, and I'm positive that the implementation of the
recommendations will have the support of the EC, so we will benefit from its results –the responding
agencies as well as the citizens, who sleep well knowing that in time of need, well trained, equipped
professional responders will be there on due time to help them in time of need.
					

With my best personal regards,

					
					

Eli Bin
Magen David Adom, Director General
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Background
The objective of the European Commission's Framework Program (FP) 7 – theme 10security, has been declared:
"The objective of the Security theme is: to develop the technologies and knowledge for building
capabilities needed to ensure the security of citizens from threats such as acts of terrorism
and (organised) crime, natural disasters and industrial accidents while respecting fundamental
human rights including privacy; to ensure optimal and concerted use of available and evolving
technologies to the benefit of civil European security; to stimulate the cooperation of providers
and users for civil security solutions; to improve the competitiveness of the European security
industry and to deliver mission-oriented results to reduce security gaps."
One of the key issues promoted under the security theme is the involvement of "End Users" in
the processes, thus ensuring that projects funded under this theme will meet existing needs in
the field, and that products immerging out of the projects will be accepted by the users, so a real
impact on the Market will be achieved (as proposed by the objectives of FP-7).
FP7 – theme 10 security, also aims on promoting cooperation between the end users, researchers
and technology providers, creating strong networks.
"Topic SEC-2007-7.0-02 European Security Research Networks (incl. for standardisation)
Technical content / scope: With a view to informing the Security theme as well as security
research initiatives in the Member States and Associated Countries, and also to exploit opportunities
outside the Community scope, the task is to establish European networks of Member States
and Associated Countries, private sector security research requirement owners, operative endusers and technology supply chain experts. This will facilitate a common understanding of needs
amongst research requirement owners and end-users, with the support of technology experts,
so as to identify technology solutions to meet the needs (on the basis of a joint capability and
technology taxonomy), and thus will ensure increased effectiveness and efficiency. Technology
oriented research strategies should be complemented by society related research strategies.
Strategic R&T roadmaps should be proposed to guide, orientate and underpin European, national
and private research programmes. The networks should furthermore identify possible joint
programmes or projects which could be undertaken between services, Member States / Associated
Countries and EC or international organisations. Eventually, the networks should address how to
cooperate effectively amongst user and supply side stakeholders to deliver security capabilities,
how to encourage security innovation, and how to strengthen the technology supply chains from
primary research via development to procurement. They should also contribute to the definition
of new standards.
Preferably the networks should be based on existing organisations and structures (e.g. the CEN
for standardisation). A steering group should ensure coherence between, and across, the different
stakeholders and activities. Activities could be structured by mission to achieve homogeneous
networks of users and experts. Where appropriate, they should be inter-sectoral but must have a
common basis of needs and possible solutions. Within strict conditions of confidentiality, maximum
use should be made of secure ICT platforms and networks to exchange relevant data.
The activities of the networks could include an advisory function to the network of Member States’
/ Associated Countries’ security research contact points established under topic SEC2007-7.0-04."
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Identifying Needs of Medical First Responders in Disasters (NMFRDisaster), was set up
specifically in order to meet this objective – to create a strong multidisciplinary multinational network
that involves researchers and actual responders, with representation from the providers side.
This objective goes side by side with creating a roadmap for required research and development
activities.

The rationale of the project:

Medical First Responders are responding in recent years to a rapidly increasing number of threats
and scenarios. This realty is directly related to the technological environment we live in, to natural
phenomena, as well as to violence - domestic and conflict related.
This reality requires that the organizations responsible for the medical response to the citizens, better
train and prepare their
responders, as well as
equip them with the
appropriate protective
tools.
Ensuring an effective
medical
response
regardless of its nature
(manmade or natural,
involving explosives,
chemical, radiological
or biological agents), is
one of the most basic
elements, that should
be in place in each
and every society.
The
EU
policies
specifically
target
these objectives, in
the policies regarding
security,
civil
protection and health.
As result of the climate change for example an increase in severe weather phenomena and storms
is noted. This example, as well as the recent outbreak of Influenza A-H1N1 is good indicators of
the complex reality that medical first responders face on a daily basis.
This project targeted mapping existing knowledge, and identifying areas where new knowledge
and technologies are required.
Coordination and sharing of knowledge between first responders and research institutes were
also targeted by this project, thus facilitating dissemination of best practices for the benefit of the
citizens.
By identifying needs for further research and development, this project provided a unique
opportunity to the European industry to identify the need for new standards to be introduced in
the future new products, tailored for the needs of the medical first responders.
On going research efforts target these different areas. Never the less these efforts are
not always coordinated with the needs of the medical first responders on one hand
and the knowledge available in the research institutes is not always available to the
medical first responders. This project was a first important step towards minimizing
these phenomena.
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5 areas of interest were identified for investigation within the framework of the project:
1. Training methodology and technology used to train medical first responders for disasters.
2. Understanding the human impact of disaster on medical first responders.
3. Ethical and legal issues influencing the medical response to disasters.
4. Personal Protective equipment used in Chemical and Biological incidents.
5. Use of blood and blood products in disasters.
Workshop 1 - Training Methodology and Technology:
EMS services spend a considerable amount of money and energy in preparing responders,
dispatcher and managerial staff for emergency situations.
The nature of an emergency situation is that a single stuff member may encounter such an
emergency once in his professional lifetime. Although it might be her or his first time in such
an event, she or he is required to do it right on the first time. The price of ill performance in an
emergency situation is too high.
On the other hand economic considerations make a daily training on this issue impossible.
This workshop had to deal with questions (among others) such as: training intervals, the most
effective mixture between frontal learning and exercises, computer simulators, eLearning, training
materials.
Workshop 2 - The Human Impact of Disasters:
The scene of a large emergency or disaster might be overwhelming for the responder. Freeze
reactions, are well known, but at the same time unacceptable for emergency responders.
Understanding the dynamics of the single person's behavior, the group's behavior and the
community behavior are essential for an effective response.
The objective of this workshop was to come out with an idea of how to prepare the responders
mentally and emotionally
to disasters, of course
identifying
where
do we have gaps in
knowledge that should be
addressed.
Work shop 3 - Law and
Ethics:
Law and ethics are
inextricably linked to good
public health practice in
emergencies. Given the
maxim that all disasters
are “local” events, state
and local public health
leaders need a clearly
defined set of legal and
ethical principles to help
them
make
sound, realtime decisions
for allocating scarce resources in a crisis. The all-hazards model of public health
preparedness requires that any public health response framework be adaptable to
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a variety of emergency contexts, ranging from pandemic preparedness to terrorism response to
weather-related disasters. Despite the rich literature on legal and ethical dimensions of health
emergency, there is still a lack of conceptualization on the new dimension created by world
globalization, asymmetric wars, terrorism and post 9/11 scenarios. In particular, the European
Union needs to develop a common understanding among EU member states and neighborhood
countries because health emergencies, either natural or provoked, do not know borders. In the
absence of the entry into force of the EU Constitutional Treaty, the Commission has taken the
decision “to focus on the respect and promotion of fundamental rights for all people and to develop
the concept of EU citizenship”.
This decision implies that spaces devoted to ethical conversation become paramount in those
areas where it is necessary to take forward the political agenda of the Union, this is certainly the
case of preparedness to medical disasters. To address this need, the workshop will assemble
leading experts to legal, social, ethical implications of health emergencies and ask them to discuss
three case studies against the background of the European Charter of fundamental Human Rights
(ECHR).
Work shop 4 - Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):
Medical personnel are required to care for victims that might be contaminated with chemical or
radiological materials. In some instances the medical personnel might encounter themselves
working in a contaminated area.
At the same time, medical personnel need PPE while dealing with patients suffering from highly
contagious diseases or the outbreak of a pandemic.
The PPE used today, especially for chemical incidents is adopted from the equipment used in the
chemical industry.
Questions such as: the standard of protection, heat exposure of the user, time of donning on and
off the equipment, universal equipment to all hazards, chemical and physical durability of the
equipment, were address among others.
Work shop 5- Use of Blood and Blood components in disasters:
Although medical technology made huge leaps forward in recent years, we still depend on human
blood and components to save lives. At the same time limiting factors as the need to test the
blood (for type as well as against
diseases), refrigerate the units,
limited time to process the units,
may be a very serious constrain
on the capacity to meet the needs
for blood in a disaster.
This workshop addressed issues
such as (among others): rapid
testing techniques, how to store
blood in the field for prolonged
periods of time, hoe to transport
donated units, how to protect blood
units from chemical / biological /
radiological contamination.
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Partners:
No

Organization

Country

1

Magen David Adom

Israel

2

SAMUR protection Civil Madrid

Spain

3

Ambulancezorg Nederland

Netherlands

4

Danish Red Cross – Reference Center for
Psychosocial Support

Denmark

5

SINGERIE

Italy

6

Fundacion Rioja Salud

Spain

7

CSSC

Italy

8

Shield Group Inc.

Netherlands

9

Charles University

Czech Republic

10

Al-Quds Nutrition and Health Research Institute

Palestinian Administered Areas

Project Coordinator: Mr. Chaim Rafalowski, Emergency Management Director, Magen David
Adom Israel.
Methodology:
For each and every workshop a leader was assigned
Activity

Leader

Training methodology and technology
Human Impact of disasters

SINERGIE

Blood in disasters

MDA

Legal and ethical aspects

CSSC

Personal Protective equipment

Shield Group

The obligations of the leader were:
1. Conduct a preliminary research pointing out the state
of the art in the subject matter and areas that should be discussed during the workshops.
This document has been distributed to the participants prior to the workshop in order for the
participants to better prepare for the workshop.
2. Organize the workshop, including inviting the relevant experts and medical first responders,
setting up the frame for discussions and the issues to be evaluated.
3. Issue a workshop report including the issues identified as requiring further R&D efforts.
The reports are enclosed as annexes to this report. à Chaim, will you please notice that the
changes in the PPE-report we reported tot the workshop coordinator are integrated?
To be sure, I enclose this report including our corrections by this report.
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In order to facilitate the discussions, the members of the project agreed on the following terms:
1. Disaster: a sudden situation that has a severe impact on the regular life routine of
considerable parts of the population. The medical implication is lack of resources,
resulting in the impossibility to provide the regular medical care to those in need.
Interestingly, there is no one agreed upon definition of a disaster situation. In the medical arena,
one should usually refer to the number of casualties visa VI the treatment capacities (multi /
mass casualty situations). The members decided to look at a broader definition, since major
infrastructure failures (water, electricity, ICT) will cause a major disruption in the response
capacities of the organizations, although not necessarily related to a huge influx of patients.
2. Medical First Responder: a trained individual who belongs to an organization, and is involved
in the medical response to disasters. Although the role of ad hoc volunteers is well recognized,
this area requires a separate research, since the motivation, as well as the legal framework,
liability and training requirements need to be clarified first in order to determine who is the
"spontaneous medical first responder"?
The workshops were highly participatory in nature, and gave place to ample discussions between
the participants.
The workshops were a unique opportunity for encounters between the medical first responders
and experts that did not meet previously, this was the case in the workshop on law and ethics,
were for the first time experts in ethics and responders had the opportunity to share dilemmas
raised from the field work (for example regarding the level of care provided in different countries
during disasters, or the question should ethical decisions be made at the field operations level or
at headquarters level having a global view).
The different participants of the project involved numerous members from their respective
organizations, receiving their comments on the subject and having them as participants in the
workshops. Buy doing so, another objective was achieved in the area of dissemination, thus
bringing to the knowledge of the members of the participating medical emergency services the
existence and objectives of EU funded projects.
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Administrative procedures:

The project had its initial meeting in Jerusalem on May 19th 2008.
During the meeting the methodology and project procedures were agreed and the time table was
set up.
The meeting report is attached in the annex 1.
Since SINERGIE identified that the participants in the 2 programmed workshops (Training
methodology and Human impact) are basically the same persons, and in order to save money
and time, it was agreed to conduct the 2 back to back, and to have some discussions that will be
relevant for both workshops.
The final meeting was conducted in Madrid on April 16th-17th 2009, hosted by SAMUR P.C.
The meeting report attached as in annex 1.
An administrative officer was assigned (Mr. Assi Dvilanski), who managed the financial and
administrative aspects of the
project, with the support of
internal audit.
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Conclusions and recommendations (the final workshop reports are
attached as annex 2)
A. Human impact of disasters:
disasters by nature strike without previous notice, facing the medical first responders with horrible
images. At the same time, by the sheer nature of the disaster medical personnel are required to
react in a professional and controlled manner, regardless of how overwhelmed they are by the
images, smell and sound on the scene.
The extent of the needs on the field compared to the capacity to adequately respond to them
(by the person, the team and the organization) might cause severe frustration and a sense of
helplessness.
Existing training programs focus on the technical and operational procedures. We found very
little if any reference to how to prepare the first responders to the emotional shock they may feel
arriving to a disaster scene, especially for the first time.
There is a vast literature and programs dealing with preventing traumatic stress disorders among
responders, but again with very little reference to how to make sure that responders at the scene
will not suffer from a "freeze / flight" reaction that human beings might have in face of adverse
situations, especially where there is an eminent threat to their lives.
The need would be to develop a tailored program, in order to prepare the medical first
responders to deal with their emotions during and after a disaster (building resilience and
coping mechanisms).
In order to be able to build such a program there is a need to research and better understand who
are the Medical First responders: identifying enabling and limiting factors, motivation, learning
styles, needs for support.
There is also a need to identify what are the core competencies and factors that make an "excellent
medical first responder", in order to be able to build an evidence based recruiting training and
support programs, to promote retention and be able to build psychosocial support systems that
will feet both the needs but also the style of the medical first responders.
(The project identified that medical first responders who work under adverse conditions, quite often
perceive themselves as "super heroes", thus making mental health assistance not accessible to
them, a factor that might result in high turnover which is characteristic of such services – an issue
that while dealing with the cost effectiveness of systems and programs should be taken into
account, thus worthy of adequate research).
B. Training methodology and technology:
The project identified that training for disasters is a common practice among the organizations
responsible for emergency medical care in disaster situations. Never the less, we could not
identify any evidenced based material to explain the curriculum of the training. Part of this variety
could be explained in the difference in the emergency management structures between countries,
others by different treatment protocols. But even when you compare the same issue – triage of
victims for example, there is no good explanation why the amount of hours devoted to the issue
was decided, and why are there differences between different organizations.
This issue refers not only to the basic training programs (at their different levels
in different organizations), but even more extensively to refresher trainings. The
organizations devote immense effort and resources in refreshing the training of their
staff members and volunteers for the seldom occurring phenomena of disasters.
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The project could not identify
recommendations regarding such as
the required frequency of refresher
training, do different skills require
different training schemes, do different
positions in the organization require
different schemes, is experience
in actual emergency situations an
enabling or limiting factor?
The role of full scale simulations in
training, and how to achieve more out
of those highly costly enterprises is
another area where very little evidence
is available.
The emerge is new learning
techniques (such as elearning) pose
a new challenge to the old way of
training personnel. The when and
how to use this technology for disaster
preparedness should be understood –
the main issue should be to understand the applicability of learning achieved by a single person,
in the comfort of a room, to performance, as part of a team in an adverse situation?
The need would be to set up an evidence based curriculum for disaster training.
In order to do so, there will be a need to:
1. Identify key competencies, skills, knowledge and structures critical for successful performance
of the medical response during a disaster – at the individual as well as at the systems level.
2. Identify learning styles and teaching methodologies that are most effective for emergency
responders are the most effective for teaching the previously mentioned competencies, skills
knowledge and structures.
3. Determine criteria for evaluation of training programs.
4. Identify the right combination of theoretical lessons, practical lessons and full scale simulations
for maximum learning effect.
5. Identify the role of and right combination in the training scheme of new training techniques
(such as eLarning and computerized simulations).
6. Identify the most effective training sequence including pedagogical considerations but also
cost effectiveness issues.
7. The project identified that there is progress being achieved in the areas of simulation, they
focus on – either the medical treatment or the management issues of the incidentIn order to
achieve major effect we believe that there is a need to build a system that will incorporate all the
aspects of the incident management (from the "scene" operations to the highest management
levels), enable interactivity between the participants, and use of the real command and
control systems. This simulation system should also enable replay of activities and tracking of
individual learning and improvement.
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C. The role of volunteers in medical response to disasters.
Medical first response organizations relay on volunteers to provide surge capacity during disasters.
These volunteers are playing a more and more important role in the response.
The project identified that although organizations identify the importance of the volunteers, there
are no agreed upon definitions regarding the use of the volunteers. For example, the definitions
used – some organizations use "professionals" versus "volunteers" while others use "paid staff"
versus "volunteers". In some organizations volunteers can perform the same tasks as paid staff,
depending on their training, while in other organizations, the role volunteers play is limited.
Issues such as the right of organizations to select volunteers, to terminate their activity in the
organization, as well as the rights of the volunteer in the organization should be addressed.
The need would be to set a basic charter for participation of volunteers in organizations
aimed at emergency response
In order to do so, there will be a need to:
1. To determine minimum criteria for enrolling volunteers in organizations aimed to emergency
response.
2. To determine rights and duties of volunteers involved in emergency response (including
selection procedures, and "volunteer contract").
3. To determine minimum training (basic and on going) for volunteers involved in emergency
response.
4. To understand the profile of the volunteer, her / his motivation to volunteer and to stay as a
volunteer in the system, his / her needs (professional and emotional) and expectations.
5. To set up programs (based on the identified profile, needs and expectation) to recruit, retain
and train volunteers.
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D. Personal Protective Equipment:
The threats that the societies face in the form of chemical, biological and radiological incidents
(caused by natural – as an earthquake, man made as industrial or caused by criminal and
terrorist activities), force emergency medical responders to work in contaminated areas or with
contaminated patients using Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
The involvement of emergency medical responders in this area was a process addressed by each
organization at it's own pace.
Although there are many European projects regarding CBR issues, the projects focus mainly on fire
fighters and Hazardous Materials specially trained teams.
The project identified that there are no agreed upon tasks to be performed by medical first
responders regarding the work to be performed in a contaminated area or with contaminated
patient, thus there is no clear standard of PPE to be used. The PPE currently used by medical
first responders is industrial or military standard equipment. This equipment was not designed to
be used by medical personnel, meeting their specific needs, thus causing severe limitations on
the performance ability of the provider.
The lack of standards determining "how clean is clean" (what is the concentration in the air of a
toxic material that people can be exposed to without adverse health effects) is a major imitating
factor in the capacity to develop criteria based decontamination protocols, and pointing out the
needs for new sampling methodology and equipment, as well as for decontamination agents.
The need would be to set up a CBR response program for medical first responders.
In order to do so there will be a need to:
1. To set agreed upon tasks, operational procedures, standards, user requirements for the
PPE.
2. To solve communications problem using PPE.
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3. To develop standard decontamination
procedures for chemical / biological
/ radiological incidents (for the prehospital and hospital environment) for
– casualties, personnel, equipment, and
the required equipment and materials
required for decontamination.
4. To set up curriculum for training of
personnel.
5. To set up safety procedures for personnel
using PPE.
E. Use of blood and blood components:
The world of transfusion medicine has gone
a long way in recent years, providing a more
specific and safe therapy to the patients.
These developments that made the blood
transfusion into a high tech world, depending
heavily on machines to test the blood and
prepare the units for transfusion, make
this system also highly vulnerable during
disaster. A major disruption in water supply, electricity supply, as well as a shake caused by an
earthquake might hamper badly the capacity of blood banks to perform their duties.
Transport of blood requires very specific conditions. A hostile environment can cause the lost of
precious blood units.
The main limitating factor is the fact that there is no replacement for human blood. During a major
disaster collecting, mobilizing, testing and preparing blood components might not be feasible
due to a problem in any of the above parts of the chain. Since there is no replacement for human
blood, but human blood, this will cause the death of patients. This fact requires further research
into novel solutions for blood supply during disasters.
The need will be to develop novel solutions to blood supply during disasters.
In Order to do so, there will be a need to:
1. Develop new products and procedures that can be stored for longer periods of time, and used
readily after a disaster ( for example: frozen blood, frozen platelets).
2. Develop new robust testing techniques, which could be used in a "no-thech" environment.
3. Understand public attitude and behavior regarding blood donations, especially in situations
that put the person under risk (e.g. during a pandemic). Then develop programs that will
encourage people to donate blood despite the adverse condition.
F. Legal and ethical issues:
Although the actions of medical professional are regulated by relevant legislation, and the ethical
implications of the decisions taken by them are obvious, it seems that when "disaster situations"
are involved, there is less regard to the legal and ethical considerations.
1. Some of the medical professions are regulated under European standards (such as Medical
Doctors – physicians). Not all the medical professions exist under this framework,
especially "Emergency Medical Technicians" which are major participants in the
pre-hospital response in disasters. This reality might prevent cross border response
(between nation states or between states in federal states).
In order to solve this:
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2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Minimum training curriculum and European recognized accreditation for para-medical
personnel (Emergency Medical Technicians).
Current legislation in EU states deals greatly with the rights of the patients. A disaster might
pose severe difficulties on the fulfillment of requirements such as a complete explanation to
the patient about a procedure. At the same time, these rights can not be totally ignored. In
order to target this issue there is a need for reference to disasters in current laws or a "disaster
legal framework" that will refer to the implications of a "disaster" on current legislation.
Disasters have no political boundaries. The current situation is that within one member state
there are different "emergency laws" a reality that of course exists between member states.
In order to address this issue, there is a need for legal frameworks that will facilitate inter
regional and international assistance.
Disaster planners take into consideration many issues, such as operational, human resources,
logistics, and transportation among others.
At the moment, there is no ethical framework to be addressed by the planners while planning
an emergency response.
In order to address this issue there is a need for a framework of reference on ethical implications
of emergency response that should be addressed in the planning phase.

G. Other issues that the members of the project found as worthy referring to:
1. Understanding the impact of cultural diversity on preparedness and response (both on
the responder's side as well as on the community side).
EU member states are more and more multi cultural.
Believes of the citizens have an important impact on their willingness to be involved
in mitigation and preparedness activities, to be active during the response phase.
These believe might also play a role in the way responders react during and following a disaster.
In order to meet this issue, there is a need to conduct a research identifying the enabling and
disabling factors.
2. The role of the media, and new means of communication (e.g. internet, web based
social networks) in preparedness (including training – for staff, volunteers and the
general public) and response.
The media has become a key player in disaster response.
The role of the different means of communication, especially visa vi different social groups,
should be better understood, in order to set up a program to better use these means of
communication in favor of the preparedness and response.
3. Cooperation between response organizations, military (including multi national forces),
NGO, international organizations in preparedness and response.
The response to disasters involves government entities, the civil society and its organizations
(such as volunteer organizations and Non Governmental Organizations). Other entities
involved include multi national forces (such as military) international intervention teams and
large international organizations. The role of those international mechanisms, the cooperation
and coordination mechanisms should be better understood, leading to an agreed charter of
international assistance during a disaster (involving governments, UN mechanisms
and large international organizations and NGOs).
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4. Need for a strong knowledge management structure and network.
During this project we were exposed to immense amount of work and research being done
in different areas of disaster preparedness and response. Amazingly, there is no one data
base that could be used as a reference for the state of the art research activities and actual
response.
We identify an urgent need for a database which will include – research initiatives and results,
lessons learned and best practices with the possibility to compare and share them.
This tool should be open both to the operations officers as well as to researchers.
The work on such a database will create standards for reporting and operations, and create a
common ground for operations.
This project showed us the importance of building a strong network that includes medical first
responders, researchers and the industry in order to maximize our efficiency.
5. Since there are many issues that are cross cutting for health and security research
(e.g. pandemics) a joint call of health and security should be considered.
Many of the issues dealt with in this project are also "health issues" (e.g. the issue of a
response to a pandemic which is one of the major health as well as security threats to our
societies). In order to maximize the EC efficiency, we suggest considering a joint call of health
and security.

Thanks.

The members of the project would like to thank Ms. Eva-Maria Engdahl, the EC project officer, for
her continuous and tired less support to the project and it's members.
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Project meetings (annex I)
Annex 1

NMFRDisaster – Minutes of the kickoff meeting – March 19th 2008
Agenda – Attached (annex 1)
List of participants – attached (annex 2).
Greetings from MDA director general – attached (annex 3)
A.
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Concept of the project and workshops:
1. The project focuses on the needs of the end users – the medical
first responders to disasters.
The leading idea of the project is to identify the state of the art on
the subject matter (prior to the workshop), have a workshop to
identify the needs of the end users and existing overlaps with
existing knowledge / products (understanding that in some cases
the problem might be not lack of knowledge / products in the field,
but end users not aware of the current state of the art).
The end product, after identifying areas where real gaps exist, is a
prioritized list of targets, as agreed by the members of the
consortium.
2. In order to have efficient workshops, it is the responsibility of the
coordinator:
I. To make sure sufficient participation of relevant end users, from
different realities among EU members (including new countries).
It is the commitment of all the consortium members to assist in
the processes of identifying possible qualified participants.
The final decision about the different participants will be made by
the coordinator, based on the different participants suggested,
and the right equilibrium of participants in the workshop.
II. Participation of experts is also expected in the workshop
(scholars and from the industry) based on their recognized
expertise and experience.
III. Look into current projects ongoing under different European
initiatives, to see not only the existing state of the art, but also
current trends and activities in R&D.
IV. Issues of cost-effectiveness of different products / interventions
should be considered while addressing the different topics in the
workshops.
3. During the workshops a participatory approach is expected (it is an
opportunity to share and exchange ideas on the subject presented,
not a seminar).
This approach should be clear to the organizers, as well as to the
participants, who must be committed to an active role in the
workshop.
4. Networking and sharing of best experiences and expertise is one of
the expected outcomes of the project.
The consortium as a whole and its members should look into
possibilities for future cooperation in other projects (including in the
2nd call under FP7 – security, expected this summer).

5. In order to ensure common language in the project, it is the
obligation of the workshop coordinator to have a clear set of
determinations to be used during the workshop, distributed to the
participants prior to the workshop. Any discussions regarding the
working definitions must be agreed upon prior to the workshop, so
these determinations are a common basis to the work.
6. For the scope of the project – Medical First Responders are –
trained personnel (with different levels of training from basic to the
advanced level), who belong on a long term basis to an
organization (excluding from the scope of this project spontaneous
volunteers and bystanders).
7. Emergency situation or disaster are defined for this project as- a
sudden interruption of daily activities (of the private person,
society or organization) requiring medical assistance (including
psychosocial assistance).
8. Every workshop coordinator will provide the members of the
consortium with a concept paper for it's workshop, including the;
basic idea of the workshop, determinations, workshop strategy.
The document will be provided no later than June 20th, for
comments until July 10th.
9. Sinergie offered to provide the members with a questionnaire in
order to identify the needs and expectations of the partners from
the different workshops.
B.

C.

Time line:
Workshop
Training methodology
and technology
Human Impact
Blood in Disasters
Legal and Ethical
Aspects
Personal Protective
Equipment

Dates

Venue

10-12/11/2008

Turin

24-25/11/2008

Israel

11-12/12/2008

Rome

12-14/1/2009

Holland

Post workshops
meeting

TBD

Final meeting

16-17/3/2009

Brussels

Remarks

To be
decided by
the members

Relevant procedures:
1. The signed contract is expected from the EC by early June.
Along with the contract the coordinator will receive additional forms
to be signed by the authorized representatives of the partners.
It is the responsibility of the coordinator to distribute the forms and
have them returned signed.
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2.

Consortium agreement:
I. The partners decided that there is no relevant background and
for ground to be included in the consortium agreement.
II. Besides the background and for ground the partners have no
other comments on the consortium agreement.
III. The new version of the consortium agreement will be sent by
the coordinator to the members with the forms regarding the
Grant Agreement arriving from the EC.
It is the responsibility of each partner to send back the signed
consortium agreement (signed by the authorized
representatives as identified in the project data base), within 10
days to the coordinator.
3. Shield Group generously offered the consortium the possibility to
use its secure website for information sharing.
The partners agreed to use this site for sharing documents and
ideas.
4. The partners agreed on a bi-monthly report to be provided to the
project coordinator.
The report will have one part referring to activities performed and
progress achieved, and a financial report.
5. All the reports will be according to the Reporting Guidelines of the
EC. The coordinator will make the document available to the
partners.
6. Mr. Emilio Mordini, kindly offered to prepare a reporting template to
be used by the members, as well as a format to the project's
documents in order to intensify our visibility as a project.
7. The coordinator will prepare a contact list of the project members.
All the relevant members who did not participate in the kickoff
meeting are kindly requested to add their contact information to the
list provided with the participants in the meeting.
8. Eligible costs and reimbursement procedures will be according to
the grant agreement and Guide on financial issues of the EC.
The coordinator will make both documents available to the
participants.
Specific questions raised during the meeting by the members to the
project officer, where answered separately. The answers provided
can be found in annex 4.
9. It is agreed by the consortium members that the contacts with the
Project Officer will be done through the coordinator. It is the
responsibility of the coordinator to ensure a transparent
communication and delivery of full and speedy replies.
10. The Project Officer made clear to the members that any changes in
the terms specified in the Grant Agreement, mandate an
amendment to the agreement, agreed by both the consortium as
well as the EC.
11. The members agreed that as a policy, all documents produced in
the framework of this project are for public domain. Any alteration of
this role requires a specific consideration of the members.
-3-
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D.

Dissemination:
1. The coordinator will prepare a short description of the project, to be
used by the members when introducing the project to others.
2. MDA will devote a section in it's website to the project, including
updates. All members will refer to this website, and make sure their
websites have a link to the mentioned site.
3. It is the responsibility of all members to mention that this project is
under (and funded by) the Frame Work Program number 7 of the
European Commission, theme Security.
4. The coordinator will provide a proposal for the project's logo for the
approval of the members.
This logo (after agreed upon) is to be used in any document
regarding the project (including presentations) besides the
organization's relevant logo.
5. In press releases regarding the project, the partner will mention
being part of the project, and will send a copy of the press release
to the members.
Press releases sent to international forums will be agreed upon and
co-signed by all the members.
6. A participant wishing to present work involved with the project in a
conference / workshop will duly inform the consortium members
before hand.
7. Dr. Kobi Peleg will prepare a draft of guidelines for scientific
publications of material resulting from the work of this project.
8. It is the outmost interest of this project to make the general public
and the professionals in the field aware of this project, it's results
and support future activities.
In order to do so, the members will provide the coordinator with
contact details of professional forums who might be interested in
this project and it's results.
9. The participants will provide the coordinator with ideas about
languages the final report should be translated to, and ideas for
organizing a short event to introduce the relevant professional
community in their country with the results of the project.
Since these activities are not in the planned budget, participants
should consider allocating money to these activities.
10. All members are requested to facilitate their network, knowledge
and expertise to other members in order to make this complex work
easier and fruitful.
11. I would like each and every one of you for your enthusiasm,
commitment and very high level of professionalism who made our
meeting not only fruitful but also a very pleasant one.
Chaim Rafalowski, Coordinator
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Annex 1 – Agenda of meeting

Operations
Division
Emergency Management Dept.
2008-4399-790
April 28, 2008

NMFRDisaster – Kickoff meeting, Agenda
Date: May 19th 2008
Venue: Hotel "Prima Kings Jerusalem" King George No. 60, Jerusalem.
May 18th – Arrival of participants (upon the flights schedule we will organize a
social event / visit to Jerusalem).
May 19th:
0830-0900
0900-0930
0945-1115
1130-1215
SINERGIE
1215-1300
1300-1400
1400-1445
1445-1515
1530-1615
1615-1700
1715-1800
1800-1830
1830-1900
1900

Opening
Discussing project objectives – Chaim Rafalowski
The EC perspective and objectives – Project officer, Ms. EvaMaria Engdhal
Work Shop 1- Training Methodology and Technology:
Work Shop 2- The Human Impact of Disasters: SINERGIE
Lunch
Work Shop 3- Law and Ethics in Disasters: CSSC
Work Shop 4- Personal Protective Equipment: Shield Group (will
be distributed as a document, discussed and any comments
transmitted to shield group who won't be able to attend).
Work Shop 5- Use of Blood and Blood Components in Disasters:
MDA
Administrative and financial procedures – Chaim Rafalowski
Consortium Agreement
Dissemination activities
Time line for future activities
Closure
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Annex 2 – Greetings from MDA's Director General

Director General

May 18, 2008

Dear Colleagues,

It is my privilege to welcome you today, on the kickoff meeting of the
European project – NMFRDisaster.
Last weeks events only demonstrate the complexity of the challenges medical
first responders' face in emergency situations and disasters.
The fury of Mother Nature as well as man made disasters, pose a daily
challenge to our capacity to meet the needs of those who desperately require
our services and to save lives.
To meet that challenge, we must stand not only in the front line of doing, but
also in the front lines of technology and research. We must strive always to be
better, better prepared, more professional. In order to do so, we must embark
with us on the journey the latest technology, but never forget that our most
important strength is our staff and volunteers, who do the hard work.
The European Commission, recognizing the importance of the work done by
Medical First Responders in Disasters, and particularly, with a view that
should be especially commended, that research should be focused on the
needs of the end users, is contributing dramatically to the safety and well
being of so many.
Emergency organizations with better trained, equipped and resilient
responders, who can work with better safety, are a key component in their
society's capacity to deal with disaster which may occur at any moment.
I'm proud that the European Commission recognized the capacities of Magen
David Adom, Israel's National Emergency Medical Service, Blood Service and
Red Cross National Society, to lead this project.
I would like to thank you all, for embarking the challenging project with us.
This is a unique opportunity for a partnership, which is not only multi-national
but also a partnership between research and field personnel. I'm certain that
this combination is essential to the fruitful impact expected from this project.
We are especially privileged to see here today and as part of this project, out
Palestinian colleagues. Magen David Adom works day by day, our by hour
jointly with the Palestine Red Crescent society, responding to the needs of
every one, regardless of their nationality, religion or gender. This project is
one more opportunity to demonstrate the values that are the fundamental
principles of our work.
I'm positive that this project is only the first phase in future cooperation. Only
vast international cooperation, involving end users, the industry and research
institutions, can lead us ahead, ensuring a more professional, efficient and
safer response to the disasters that the future has for us.
-6-
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-2I can not conclude without thanking Dr. Neomy Soffer from ISERD, the mother
of the idea of this project, who supported it in each and every step. Without
her support this project would have never come true. Another special gratitude
goes to Ms. Eva – Maria Engdhal, our project officer. She has been our right
hand bringing this dream to a reality. It is my special honor and pleasure to
welcome them here today.
On behalf of Magen David Adom, I welcome you today, it the most beautiful
city of the world, Jerusalem.
I know that you have a busy day ahead, and that we have a lot of hard work in
this project. It is not the work of a single person, but the joint work of those
participating in this meeting, and the organizations you represent.
The European Commission trusts us all that we will provide them at the end of
this project with a product that will enable them focus research and
development efforts in directions that will provide the citizens with better
response in times of need.
It is a challenge that I'm very certain we can handle not only successfully but
also with great pride.
I wish a pleasant stay in Israel, fruitful discussion and a very successful
project.

Eli Bin
Director General
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Annex 3 - List of Participants – Kickoff meeting – Jerusalem May
th
Annex 3 - List of Participants –19
Kickoff meeting – Jerusalem May
Name
Surname
Organization
19th

Name
Emilio
Emilio
Stepan

Surname
Mordini
Mordini
Vymetal

Ziad
Roberto
Roberto
Neomy

Abdeen
Villaescusa
Villaescusa
Soffer

El-Quds University
Fundacion
Rioja Salud
Fundacion
Rioja Salud
ISERD

Assi
Eilat
Eilat
Chaim

Dvilanski
Shinar
Shinar
Rafalowski

MDA
MDA
MDA
MDA

Stepan
Sabri
Sabri
Ziad

Neomy
Kobi
Kobi
Assi

Chaim
Eva-Maria
Eva-Maria
Nana

Nana C.
Paloma
Paloma
Ety C.
Ety
Eyal
Eyal
Monica
Monica

Organization
CSSC
CUNICSSC
University

Vymetal
Zahra
Zahra
Abdeen

CUNI University
El-Quds
University
El-Quds
El-Quds University
University

Soffer
Peleg
Peleg
Dvilanski

Rafalowski
Engdhal
Engdhal
Wiedemann
Wiedemann
Rey
Rey
Richman

ISERD
MDA
MDA
MDA

MDA
Project
officer
Project
officer
Red Cross Reference
Center
for Psychosocial support
Red Cross Reference
CenterMadrid
for Psychosocial support
SAMUR
SAMUR
Madrid
Shield Group
Shield
Shield Group
Group

Richman
Manolovici
Manolovici
Eula

Shield
Group
Sinergie
Sinergie

Eula
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NMFRDisaster – Final meeting
Tel-Aviv May 3, 2009,
2009-4399-393
A.

On April 16th- 17th the NMFRDisaster held its final consortium
meeting, in SAMUR Protecion Civil headquarters in Madrid.

B.

Participants in the meeting:
No Organization
Name
Surname
1
SINERGIE
Monica
Eula
2
El Quds University
Sabri
Zahara
3
El Quds University
Ziad
Abdeen
4
MDA
Eilat
Shinar
5
MDA, project coordinator
Chaim
Rafalowski
6
MDA, administrative officer
Assi
Dvilanski
7
Shield Group
Eyal
Manolovici
8
Charles University
Vymetal
Stepan
9
CSSC
Holly
Ashton
10 Fundacion Rioja Salud
Roberto
Villaescusa
11 Ambulancezorg Nederland
Margreet Hoogeveen
12 Ambulancezorg Nederland
Nicolaas
Reumer
13 Ambulancezorg Nederland
Eduard
Worm
14 SAMUPR PC Madrid
Paloma
Rey
15 Danish Red Cross –
*
Reference center
16 EC – Project officer
Eva Maria Engdhal
* The director of the reference center – Nana Weidman informed
prior to the meeting that a representative will not be able to attend,
and the decisions agreed upon in the meeting are accepted by their
organization.

C.

Objectives of the meeting:
1.
To adopt the different workshops reports and
recommendations.
2.
To set up the recommendations of the project to be presented
to the EC.
3.
To agree on the dissemination activities to be conducted.
4.
To clarify the administrative procedures required to
successfully conclude the project.
The objectives of the meeting and agenda were sent to the
members 2 weeks prior to the meeting, with no comments.
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D.

Agenda:
April 16th:
1400
1430-1600
1630-1700
1700-1745
1745
2030

Welcome
Discussing the workshops:
"training methodology and technology"
"Preparing for the human impact of Disasters"
Administrative procedures – Assi Divilanski
Future Dissemination Activities
Rap up
Dinner

April 17th:
0830-0915
"legal and ethical aspects"
0915-1030
"Blood and blood components"
1100-1145
"Personal Protective equipment"
1145-1300
Discussion on recommendations
1300-1400
Lunch
1400-1500
Recommendations – Continued
1500-1545
Future activities / cooperation
1615-1630
Project officer
1630-1700
Closure
1700
Visit to SAMUR
Due to late arrival of flight, the agenda was adjusted. All the planned
activities were achieved on due time.
E.

Workshop reports and conclusions:
1.
The 5 workshops conducted during the project were
presented by the coordinators.
2.

The presentations used to present the different activities –
attached.

3.

The participants provided important input to the conclusions
presented, which created an interesting discussion.
All the suggested activities were agreed by the participants.

4.

A detailed document, with all the proposed activities will be
sent by the coordinator shortly.

5.

The main areas identified as requiring further R&D are:
5.1 Who are the medical first responders – identifying
enabling and limiting factors, motivation, learning
styles, needs for support. Building evidence based
recruiting, training and support programs, needed core
competencies.
-10-
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5.2

The role of volunteers in emergency response,
recruitment, training, retention, "volunteer contract".

5.3

Training:
1) The need for evidence based training programs for
medical first responders, effectiveness related to
goals and performance. The training issue should
incorporate both basic training as well as refresher
trainings and trainings for managerial stuff.
2) Training should consider learning styles, the role of
full scale field drills and simulation and the role of
new tools such as elarning.

5.4

Personal Protective equipment –
1) The need to set agreed upon tasks, operational
procedures, standards for the equipment, user
requirements.
2) The need to solve communications problem using
PPE.
3) The need to develop standard decontamination
procedures for the chemical / biological /
radiological incidents (for the pre-hospital and
hospital environment) for – casualties, personnel,
equipment, and the required equipment.

5.5

Use of blood and blood components:
1) Develop new products and procedures (frozen
blood, frozen platelets).
2) Develop new robust testing techniques, which
could be used in a "no-thech" environment.
3) Understand public attitude and behavior regarding
blood donations, especially in situations that put
the person under risk (e.g. during a pandemic).

5.6

Legal and ethical issues:
1) Minimum training curriculum and European
recognized accreditation for para-medical
personnel (Emergency Medical Technicians)
medical first responders
2) Reference to disasters in current laws or a
"disaster legal framework" that will facilitate inter
regional and international assistance.
3) A framework of reference on ethical implications of
emergency response that should be addressed in
the planning phase.
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F.

5.7

Understanding the impact of cultural diversity on
preparedness and response (both on the responders
side as well as on the community side).

5.8

The role of the media, and new means of
communication (e.g. internet, web based social
networks) in preparedness (including training – for
staff, volunteers and the general public) and response.

5.9

Cooperation between medical response organizations,
military (including multi national forces), NGO,
international organizations in preparedness and
response.

5.10

Need for a strong knowledge management structure,
which will include – research initiatives and results,
lessons learned and best practices with the possibility
to compare and share them, and a strong network that
includes medical first responders, researchers and the
industry.

5.11

Since there are many issues that are cross cutting for
health and security research (e.g. pandemics) a joint
call of health and security should be considered.

Dissemination activities:
1.
The following dissemination activities are planned by the
partners:
No Organization
Planned activities
1)
Will be done jointly with the
publication of the RED project
book.
2)
Presented in a press
1
SINERGIE
conference (jointly with RED)
3)
One day workshop (jointly
with RED) with Civil protection
Authorities and different forces
1. Presented in a seminar for
health care professionals in ElQuds University.
2
El Quds University
2. Would like to have an Arabic
version of the final report for
dissemination.
1. Organize 1 day workshop for
management.
4
MDA
2. Present the results in the
national Blood Banks
-12-
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No Organization

7

Shield Group

8

Charles University

9

CSSC

10

Fundacion Rioja
Salud

Planned activities
conference on June 25th.
3. Prepare an article to be
submitted for publication in a
professional Emergency
Medicine Journal.
4. Will submit a presentation on the
project to the International
Emergency Medicine congress
planned for January 2010.
1. The project will be presented at
a US Department of Homeland
Security Conference to be held
in Chicago at a date yet to be
determined.
2. The project will be presented at
the next international training of
mass casualty professionals to
be held in Israel by the Institute
of Terrorism Research and
Response.
3. The project will be presented at
an in-service for Emergency
Management Personnel at
Philadelphia University in July,
2009.
4. The project will be presented at
a NATO conference which is
tentatively scheduled for late
2009.
1. The project will be presented in
WADEM conference (as part of
a larger presentation) – mid
May.
2. The project will be presented to
the Czech ministry of interior,
psychologists association and
Charles University professional
forums.
1. Organize a 1 day seminar in
Rome May 29th 2009 .
1. Try to present the project in the
annual conference of the
Spanish health Ministry October.
2. Present the project in the
annual meeting of Blood Banks
directors – September.
-13-
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No Organization

G.

11

Ambulancezorg
Nederland

14

SAMUPR PC Madrid

15

Danish Red Cross –
Reference center

Planned activities
1. Organize 1 day seminar for
relevant Dutch professionals. Date
to be confirmed.
1. Have a session on the project as
part of the annual Disaster
Conference, Madrid May 22nd-23rd,
partners from the project will be
invited.
1. To be confirmed

2.

All the partners will update their respective websites regarding
the project results and planned dissemination activities.

3.

MDA will prepare a short video clip presenting the rationale
behind the project, the project activities and its results.
All partners are requested to support this effort with graphic
material that may contribute to preparing this clip.

4.

The project officer informed that the project will be presented
in the FP7 conference in Prague and in the FP7 – Security
research event in Stockholm.
The updated project brochure will be sent by the project
officer to the coordinator shortly.

5.

MDA will prepare a book with the materials of the project and
its reports, as well as a CD.
The book will be available for the partners and relevant
institutions. The CD will be available on larger quantities.

6.

All partners are requested to set up a meeting with their
respective National Contact Point (NCP) for FP7 – research,
and present her / him with the project, results and
recommendations for future activities.

Administrative procedures:
1.
The project officer informed that the formal amendment to the
GA is being prepared by the financial department, and she is
personally looking into it.
The new ending date of the project will be June 30th 2009.
2.

The required forms, which were presented in the meeting –
attached.
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3.

Due dates (as agreed in the meeting):
3.1 Second week of May – report on the actual
expenditures of the project, as of April 3oth, and an
estimation of expenditures until the end of the project.
3.2 The mentioned report should include a clear
identification of the payments to external suppliers and
a justification of those. These reports will be submitted
to the project officer for a final clarification, should we
have an amendment to the GA regarding "sub
contracting". This clarification should be made after an
assessment if those expenditures could be considered
"minor" and none related to the key aspect of the work
(in such a case the amendment is not required).
3.3 July 15th 2009 – Final financial report. This date is a
must, since there is a need to review the reports, ask
for clarifications (if needed), and prepare the
consortiums report, which should be submitted to the
EC by August 30th. Please be advised that we will
receive the remaining funds, only following the
approval of our financial report by the financial officer.

H.

The participants of the meeting would like to express their gratitude
and appreciation to SAMUR P.C. Madrid and especially to Ms.
Paloma Rey, for the organization of the meeting and their warm and
welcoming hospitality.

I.

I would like to use this opportunity to thank all the members of the
consortium for the commitment, high level of performance and
dedication to this project.
It is my believe, that this project brought to the European level the
voice of the people in the field – their needs, expectations and
beliefs. I'm very sure that this project is only a beginning, and that
we will see the fruits of our work and cooperation in the future, also
in the form of a strong networks of professionals, that will grow, and
will have a real impact on the well being of the citizens and
communities we serve.
With my best regards of friendship,
Chaim Rafalowski
Coordinator

Cc: Project Officer, EC
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Agenda for the workshops organized by Sinergie S.r.l. in the frame of the project
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Training methodology and technology
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x

x

11.15

11.45

19.00

17.00

16.30

16.30

14.30

12.40

Sightseeing Dinner

WG3 Rapporteur
E. Babaud
CRF (F)

Video: key points for
reflection and promoting
the debate - Samur (E)

Parallel sessions

WG2 Rapporteur
Ch. Rafalowski
MDA (IL)

Exchange of conclusions
among rapporteurs

Coffee break

WG1 Rapporteur
S. Vymetal
CUNI (CZ)

Parallel workgroups

Question time

E. Mordini - CSSC (I)

Z. Abdeen - Al-Quds University (Pal)

J. Bartlett - New York City Fire Dep. (USA)

Lunch time

x

10.45

12.00

A. Ytre - IFRC for Psycological support (DK)

M. Rolle / P. Rey - Samur PC Madrid (E)

Coffee break

x

10.00

10.25

x

Opening
Welcome and declaration of workshop’s aims
x
M.Eula - Sinergie (I)
x
Ch.Rafalowski - Magen David Adom (IL)
Chairman: D.E. Alexander - CESPRO (I)
They debate on:
- Psychological and human consequences of disasters for
medical first responders
- Preparation and reinforcement of resilience
- Strategies for coping

9.40

9.20

9.00

10.11.2008
Understanding the human impact of disaster on first
responders

P. Ingrassia - Università Piemonte Orientale
Medicina di Emergenza e dei Disastri (I)

Lunch time

Closing workshop: identify needs for future R&D

Rapporteurs to plenary / Open debate
First conclusions by speakers

x A.Richman / M.Butler - Shield Group (IL)

x S. Badiali - Maxiemergenze AUSL di Bologna (I)

Coffee break

x

Videos, tools, photo exhibit for training, reinforce abilities
and prepare MFRs to understand human impact of
disasters

Images that speak out

Chairman: D.E. Alexander - CESPRO (I)



Gala Dinner

-Networking and Exchange of information

16.30
20.00

-Training Innovation

16.15

-EU-SEC I/II Research coordination methodology
among EU Member States

Coffee break

- Major Events Security: a case study
-IPO Security Planning Model

15.15
15.30

- Introduction to the Security Governance/ Counter
Terrorism Laboratory

15.00

Training methodology and technology used to train medical
first responders for disasters
Visit to UNICRI at United Nations Turin Campus
Welcoming by F. Cappè
8

Chairman: A. Contaretti

13.30

13.00

12.00

11.10

10.30

10.00

9.15

9.00

11.11.2008

7

16.00

14.00

13.00

12.30

12.00

11.30

11.00

U. Shacham - Magen David Adom (IL)

W. Gruitjers - Ambulance Zorg Netherland (NL)

J. Gimenez - Samur P.C Madrid (E)

F. Sbatella / M. Molteni - Università Cattolica
del S. Cuore Milano (I)

D. Vaitkaitis - Kaunas University of medicine (LT)

A. Richman / M. Butler - Shield Group (IL)

Closing workshop: identify needs for future R&D

Roadmap for future research activities in training medical
first responders area

Round table & conclusions:

Lunch time & running coffee break

Question time

x

x

x

Coffee break

x

10.10
10.30

x

x

They debate on:
- The relationship between methodologies and goals in the
training planning
- Role of training in the MFRs psycho-social support
- Training for medical first responders

Chairman: F. Della Corte - Università Piemonte
Orientale (I)

9.50

9.30

9.00

12.11.2008
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DECLARATIONOFWORKSHOP’SAIMS

Goodmorningallofyouandwelcome.
I’mpleasedtowelcomeyouinTurinattheworkshopswehaveorganised
withintheNMFRDisasterproject.
I welcome the partners we share this project with, the guests and the
experts. We have invited you to have a confrontation with us and to
enrich the framework of knowledge about human reactions to disasters
andMFRstraining.
I also give you in advance the welcome of the United Nations – United
NationsInterregionalCrimeandJusticeResearchInstitute–wewillmeet
tomorrowintheircampushereinTurin.
Wedecidedtoorganisethisvisittoconfrontourselvesnotonlywiththe
institutional and government training for big events, as the Olympic
Games, but also with the methods of research and exchange of
informationusefulforprevention.
Sinergiehaveconceivedthese3daysasanalternationofbothmoments
of relation, speeches during the plenary session, and group activities,
focusing, by using the experience, on what the review of literature has
underlined.Wehavedecidedtoshowyouvideosandimagesbecausethis
kind of communication has a suggestive force on human experience and
training.
Inthisrespect,Iwouldliketothankallthepeoplewhogavethemtous.
The photos you will see, provided by Maria Carmen Castillo and Daniel
Gonzales,havealsobeenawardedtheprizeEmilioMorenoMillanasthe
bestphotograph.
Consideringthebigstepsmadeinthefieldofemergencyandsimulations
havinganeducationalpurpose,somesystemsoftrainingwillbepresented
inadynamicandinteractiveway.
It will give us the opportunity of discussing about it, relating to the two
issueswefaceintheseworkshopsandtotheexperiencewegetaboutthe
need of being supported and trained to face both events having a great
humanimpact,anddailycircumstanceslinkedtotheworkorganisation.
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Therefore the preparation of this workshop has focused on some
questionsandissues:
ͲWhatMFRandtheagencytheyworkforcando
ͲWhatotherscandoforMFR
ͲWhatcontentsandrolefortraining
Everythingisinviewofthecommonelaborationofproposalstosubmitto
theEuropeanCommissioninordertogetmorespecificactions,studiesinͲ
depth,andacloserandmoreefficientlinkbetweentheworldofresearch
andthatoneofemergency.
Dear Colleagues, in the future days and months for some of us we will
have an interesting work to do, by taking care of this goals and using a
practicalapproachtomakeprogresstogether.
So,haveagoodjob!

39
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ISSUEPAPERFORPARALLELWORKGROUPS

Thisissuepaperhasadoublepurpose.
Thefirstoneistofocusmoreonsometopicsthatthesurveyonexisting
research(backgroundpaper)hasfoundtobecentral.
Thesecondoneistodeterminefuturedirectionsthatshouldbefollowed
both when doing research and when working on new solutions or on
current practices considered missing or inadequate. In the case of
organizationsorstudiesthathaveprogressedalot,itwillbeconvenientto
point out their fundamental characteristics and how much these can be
transferredtoothercontextsandorganizations.

Thesetwopointswillbeaddressedduringtheworkshopactivities,which
willbeheldinTurinon10th/12thNovemberasapartoftheNMFRDisaster
projectonhumanimpactandtraining.There’llbetheopportunityofan
exchange of ideas between experts and practitioners during workgroups
and plenary sessions and also a confrontation with other projects on
securityissues.

Thispaper,therefore,isorganizedaccordingtoaseriesofquestionsthat
willguideworkgroupactivityon10thNovember2008.

Workgroups are essentially made of two kinds of speakers: training and
psychological support specialists (Experts), first responders (MFR). It is
therefore necessary that the workgroup manager ask each question to
whocanbetteraddressit.
So the objective isn’t getting all participants’ answer for each single
question, but having direct dialogues aimed at determining as best as
possible what experiences are useful to complete the picture offered by
thebackgroundpaper.

It depends on the workgroup coordinator’s personal experience the
decision of making some introduction examples or others before every
question,andthedifferentmodalitiesusedforhelpingthedialogue.
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Itisimportanttotakeintoconsiderationthefollowingfactors:
x
x

x
x

Theavailablehoursare:2
You should control the discussion in order to make possible the
participants having theoretical knowledge can “intimidate” those
who have a more practical knowledge (e.g. using a language for
specialists)
Youshouldsupportthosefactorscomingfromexperienceinstead
ofextemporaneousconjectures
Lettheparticipantsfreelyexpresstheirconstructivecriticismeven
ifaddressedtotheirorganisation.


1) MFRshaveaquitedefinedprofile,accordingtoUSpsychologists.They
havea“MissionFirst”perspective,a“BandofBrothersmentality”,an
“insiderͲoutsider mentality”. Their attitude is “Don’t get hurt, don’t
feel and don’t get off the line.” In many of the services the major
barrier to seeking care for mental health issues is the stigma
associatedwithmentalhealthproblems.

-

Doyourecognizeyourselfinsuchaprofile?
Is the insiderͲoutsider mentality really so strong or are there
peopleoutsidethegroupinwhomrescuerstrust(intheUSthe
Chaplainsappeartobeverytrustworthy)?
Isyourorganizationmarkedbystigma associatedwithmental
healthproblems?


2) Somepracticalstrategiescanbeincorporatedintothedailyroutineof
managers and workers in order to prevent and manage stress.
Workers must get a solid understanding of their roles and
responsibilities, think about their own selfͲcare (recognize and pay
attention to early warning signs of stress reactions) and seek help
whentheyneedit.

-

-

How difficult is it for you/MFRs to become aware of the fact
you/they are exceeding your/their limits? Is this difficulty the
reason why the buddy system, getting coͲworkers to agree to
keepaneyeoneachother'sstressreactions,appearstobeso
important?
Isacleardefinitionofindividualrolesthenormwhileoperating
inemergencies?
Arethereexitinterviewsand/orseminarstohelpworkersput
theirexperiencesinperspectiveandisstigmaͲfreecounselling
usuallyofferedtorescuersinyourorganisation?
DoMFRsfeeltheiragencywouldrespondconstructivelyifthey
revealedsignsofstressorotherdifficulties?
41
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-

A first research shows sense of humour is quite common
among rescuers, and has different beneficial effects on their
jobandwellͲbeing.Arethereotherconfirmations?


3) Research suggests that individual factors appear to be preeminent in
determining the response to a disaster, but that also the nature and
scaleofadisasterareimportant.Amongindividualfactors,genderand
preͲexisting psychopathology are strong predictors of possible
postdisaster psychiatric problems, together with the occurrence of
otheradverselifeevents.

-

-

Talking about nature and scale of a disaster, is it true that
“Bigger is worse than smaller. HumanͲcaused tragedies are
worse than natural ones, and terrorism is worse than
engineeringfailures”?
“Women exhibit twice the prevalence of PTSD, other anxiety
disorders, and major depression as men”. Do researchers in
workshopsomehowconfirmthisstatement?
The above mentioned factors influence the general public’s
response to a disaster. Do MFRs feel they are able to cope
betterwithanyofthesefactors,especiallywiththeindividual
ones?


4) Mass media can be a useful resource as much as a big problem. E.g.
respondersfromKatrinaindicatedtheyneededmoretraininginhow
to deal with the mass media. FEMA offers rescuers a training course
dedicatedtocrisiscommunicationandrelationshipwithmediaduring
acrisis.In2003anationalMediaEmergencyForum(MEF)andregional
oneswereestablishedintheUK,withtheobjectiveofdevelopingtrust
andconfidencebetweenthemedia,governmentandFRs.

-

Do initiatives that resemble the MEF one exist elsewhere/in
yourorganisation?
- DoMFRsinworkshopsconsiderrelationshipwithmediatobea
problem?
5) Recruitment and selection of personnel are crucial processes for an
organization. Based on the results of careful screening/assessments,
the agency has to suitably match workers to specific assignments.
Agenciesshouldhaveclearwrittenpoliciesregulatingallmatters,from
practices to ensure staff wellͲbeing, to issues such as work hours,
communication with loved ones at home, communication and
informationsharing,etc.

42

Howmuchattention dorecruitmentand selectionofrescuers
usuallyhave?
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DoMFRsfeeltheyaretooeasilyassignedtasksnotsuitablefor
them?
DoMFRsthinkanunclearagencypolicycouldreallyjeopardize
their wellͲbeing and have negative consequences on their
work?Arethereanyrecurrentcomplaints?


6) Talking about the psychoͲsocial support responsibility of the
internationalagenciesincaseofdisastersinhumanrightsdimensions
as in the Operational Guidelines and Field Manual on Human Rights
ProtectioninSituationsofNaturalDisasterbyIASC:

-

Is it important that all MFRs receive some training and
educationonpsychologicalissues?
What are the competencies in psychological issues needed by
MFRs?
How much is important to involve in rescue operations
emergencypsychologistsforMFRssupportintheirtasks?


7) Tiesbetweenrescuersareveryimportant(bandofbrothersmentality,
buddy system), at least in the case of US rescuers reported in the
background paper. That’s why support among colleagues appears to
bevital,andthisalsoexplainsthesuccessofpeersupportprograms.
TheInternationalAssociationofChiefsofPolicehasevenratifiedPeer
SupportGuidelines(2006).

-

AreMFRsfamiliarwithpeersupportprograms?
Do MFRs consider colleague support as a vital resource? Are
there examples of situations where there’s a major tendency
towardsexclusivelyindividualworkandstresscoping?
Smallpeergroupdebriefingswouldseemeasiertotolerateand
lessshamefulthanindividualones?


8) Rescuers from different organizations/countries have set up on line
networks(AidWorkersNetwork,Soccorritori.it,S.O.S.112,Lesforums
dediscussiondeSecourisme.info).Someworkersalsokeepablog.
- AreMFRsintheworkshopfamiliarwiththesesortsofrescuer
communities?
- If yes, do they find them beneficial? Do they feel like trusting
peopletheydon’tknowbutthathavesimilarjobs?Couldthese
onlinenetworkssomehowworkasaformofpeersupport?
- Do MFRs in the workshop keep a blog/read other rescuers’
blogs?Dotheythinkwritingabouttheirexperiencesuseful?

9) Training is an important way, even though it’s not the only resource
available, of ensuring that intervention is conducted efficiently and
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promptly,andthatworkersinterveningcanworkinthebestpossible
conditions.
- What role does training have in your organization? How does
training enable you to better perform your duties and how
does it provide you with up to date skills, in order for you to
copewithnewtechnologies,threatsandneeds?Howandhow
frequentlyarerefreshcoursesorganized?
- Are information technologies (simulation, eͲlearning, etc.)
usefulforlearning?Areinteractionsandexchanges,extremely
frequent among first rescue organizations during an
emergency,adequatelyreproducedandfacilitatedwhenusing
trainingbasedICTs?
- Onfieldexercisesoffersomethingdifferent?What?
- Pleasewritedownthe5mostimportantthingsthatyouthink
shouldbeimprovedinthetrainingfordisasters

10) In some organisations is established a certified program to train
company officers: this includes training cycles and refresher courses.
The certification expires months/years from the date of completion,
and reͲcertification is provided by the organisation prior to the
certification’s expiration.Insomeorganisationfulldutymembersare
scheduled for training sessions on their offͲduty tours and receive
overtimecompensation.
- Doyouhaveasuchofferinyourorganisation?
- Ifyes,doyouthinkthiskindoforganizationoftrainingcourses
somehowaffectworkersnegatively?
- Do you resent of a work overload in case your training is
providedinyourfreetime?Ifyes,doyouhavesuggestions.
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UNDERSTANDINGTHEHUMANIMPACTOFDISASTERSONMFRSͲͲFIRSTCONCLUSIONS

ThedialogueduringtheWGshasbeenveryrichfromeverypointofview.
Someaspectsoftheexperiencedemonstratethatitisnecessarytogobeyondsome
visions offered by the literature or by perfect model, because we have to focus on
themaninaction.
By looking at this man in action, we can also understand the real needs and the
directiontofollowinordertoachievethegoaloffutureresearchandstudies.
Whenwespeakabouthumanneeds,wehavetoconsidertheminaglobalway,not
only accepting an aid from the different disciplines which can contribute to better
know reality, but also paying attention to not to take the risk of detaching from
reality.
We could summarise some key points following what emerged during the
workgroupsandthespeeches.

For what concerns the MFR’s profile, we can affirm different statements. Some of
them linked to the reason of the choice, others to the culture and the country the
personbelongsto.
Another important point is how the FR is seen from the outside and how he sees
himself (mission first perspective). On this topic, the theoretical and empathised
visiongivensometimesbythemediawhichhaveexaggeratedtheFR’sroleandtask.
An aspect of superhero is created, which is not human and difficult to support in
humanlife.
Anotherinterestinglinkexistsbetweenlifeexperienceandprofessionalexperience,
in the ability of facing some situations difficult to overcome because of the human
impactaspect.Itisnecessarytopinpointourattentiononthistopic.
Another important aspect is the reason MFR act for, which is personal and
influencedbywhatonebelievesin.Because,ifwhatonebelievesinshapeslife,itwill
bethelookonewillhavetowardseverything.
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Ithassomeimplicationsonhowthedangerisperceived,ontheexistinglinkbetween
theabilityoflookingatdisastersandnotunderstandablesituations.
Community.Oftentheresourcesforcopingandovercameadifficultcircumstancelie
intheabilityofbeingasupportforeachotherandinfriendship.Thisisthecaseofa
colleague,family,etc.
We have heard many examples. First of all, peer support. It means that the other
person,thecolleague,thefriend,thebrotherunderstandsmebecausehesharesthe
samerealitywithme,butit’sthesameforthesilentloveoffamilyasahumanhug.
This dynamic gives back to everyone his/her personal role: for example, we know
thatsometimesafteramaxiemergencypeopledon’twanttohaveadebriefing.They
would simply like to go home and have a shower. This element gives us a more
appropriateframeworkofhumanandpsychosocialsupportwhichcanbeavailable.
Wecouldalsoconceivedifferentformsofaid,ifandwherevernecessary.
In conclusion and linked to the next topic we’ll have, training is strictly related to
strategiesforcoping.
Itisevidentthattrainingisaskedtorespectreality,suchashelpingtogivebadnews,
clarifying the roles and the tasks of the different organisations intervening in the
scene or better understanding themselves and their colleagues. But an efficient
trainingmustbetargetedandseenonthebaseoftheMFRsexperience.
Thequestioninthissenseisveryclear.
Conceivingexperiencesandverifyingtheirefficacymusttakeintoconsiderationthe
differences,linkedtoculture,gender,mistakesordifficultiesandrespectstandards.
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CONCLUSIONS&FUTURERESEARCHES

The human impact of disasters and suffering was discussed over the course of the
two NMFRDisaster Project workshops, starting from the background paper and
guided by the two issues of human reaction and medical first responder (MFR)
training.

The survey results highlighted several key points that were the focus of the
Assembly’s and WGs’ activities. These discussions then allowed us to reach
conclusionsandtohearouttheparticipants’suggestionsonthedirectionsresearch
should take to provide more cogent data that is adaptable to actual emergency
settings.
Infact,thecurrentstateofsocialresearchwasfoundtobestillquitedistantfromthe
actualrescuecontext,asithasyettodemonstratethe“permeability”andconcrete
benefitsofitsownresults.
Moreover,theworldofrescueworkgenerallyoptsforpracticalapproachesbasedon
knowledgegainedinthefield,ratherthanformethodsyieldedbyacademicresearch:
thistendencyresultsinaknowledgeͲpracticeandcommunicationgapbetweenthese
twoseparate“worlds”andinacertaindegreeofsuspiciontowardsanyaffirmation
thatdoesnotappeartobesufficientlysubstantiatedbycommonexperience.
A typical example is that of the gender difference observed in various studies
conducted by C. North—and discussed during the WG activities Ͳ who found that
“Women exhibit twice the prevalence of PTSD, other anxiety disorders, and major
depression as men”. This statement was received and commented upon as a
tendency for women to more openly manifest their distress and, in any event, to
express their feelings and to recount their experiences in greater detail than men
generally do. The phenomenon, however, is frequently observed in research and
shouldbeconsideredassuch;becauseitcaninfluencerescuers’copingcapacitiesto
thesameextentitcanimpactthoseoffemaledisastervictims.
Conversely, the world of academic research should start providing precise answers
forspecificneeds.
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Unfortunately,asinallhumanendeavours,trainingprogressandchangesoccurstep
bystep.
One cannotrealisticallyexpect,forexample, thata giventrainingcourseofagiven
duration will instil perfect trainee skills for field intervention without error or the
burdenofexternalfactors.
Indicationsforfutureresearchthereforelieatthecrossroadsofthestudyofhuman
reactionandMFRtraining.

Humanimpact

Multiperspectiveresearch
Of all the currently available research systems, multiperspectiveͲͲand therefore
multidisciplinary researchͲͲ has been found to be the most appropriate system for
investigating MFRs’ needs and for identifying and proposing effective response
strategies. Perspectives that should always be examined are: personal and
professional profile; social, cultural, and family context; gender; and the traditions
andvaluesoftheorganisationtowhichanMFRbelongs.

Psychosocialsupportservices
A key research field for determining an organisations’ social responsibility and
responsecapacitytoMFRneedsisoneexaminingMFRpsychosocialsupportservicesͲ
Ͳintermsofwhichservicesareavailable,howtheyareviewed,howworkerswhouse
themareviewedbytheircolleagues,thewaysinwhichtheseservicesareorganised,
whichbestpracticescanbeadoptedasamodel,etc….

Pedagogicalefficacy
Data are currently lacking, as are the systematic evaluation of the pedagogical
efficacyofthedifferentinstrumentscurrentlyusedinMFRtraining(e.g.,simulations,
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table top and full scale exercises), and adequate assessment instruments for
evaluating the efficacy of training for single participants and their capabilities.
Furtherresearchinthisfieldisthereforerequired,andinstrumentsthatcanbeeasily
used by rescuer trainers to modify training programmes and contents based on
informationobtainedinsuchaway,mustbedeveloped.

WellͲbeingresearch
There is also a dearth of reliable and comparative data on the longͲterm
consequences of disasters on rescuers and on their organisations. In fact, several
studiesexaminingsingledisastereventsinrelationtorescuers’healthconsequences
havebeenconducted,butgeneral,categoryͲaggregatedreferencedata(whichcould
moreclearlyillustratethephenomenonanditsdimensions)arevirtuallyunavailable.

Assessmentandrecruitmentsystems.
Emergencyinterventionorganisationsgenerallyhavedifferentpoliciesandviewson
personnel selection procedures for missions or various services. Experience has
shown however, the need to carefully evaluate the potential for criticality when
deploying rescuers who are not in the best personal condition to support the
emotional and psychological burden of a given assignment. A study of practices
currently adopted, and their consequences within the various organisations, could
providehelpfulindicationsforgivingdueconsiderationtothe,eventemporary(e.g.,
recent bereavement, marital separation) personal aspects that can significantly
influence a rescue worker’s coping and resilience capacities. A study of this type
could also provide useful information on ways to develop alternative strategies for
dealing with situations in which a rescuer’s inability for deployment is eventually
determined—butindeed,onlybyavoidingtheimpressionofbeingpunitiveoroverly
restrictiveinhis/herregard
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Trainingmethodologyandtechnology

Trainingefficacy.
MFR training was found to be highly diversified, in terms of duration, methods,
contents, degrees, progression, etc. Hence, there is a need to adapt training to the
tasks and responsibilities that rescuers must take on, and to consistently apply
effectivepedagogicalsystemsandreferencestandardsinthisprocess.

Sharedtraining
Although the importance of teamͲcoordinated emergency intervention was
acknowledged, it was found that: few shared training occasions and programmes
among the different bodies are held; the other forces’ assignments are frequently
not sufficiently clear; and that cooperation prevalently takes place by chain of
commandͲͲrarely as a combined operation. This shortfall directly influences the
efficacy of intervention and weakens collective competence of any organisation or
group of organisations. Training plans should therefore multiply opportunities for
sharedtraining.

Awareness
Tomakerescuersawareofthe“burdens”andtherefore,thepsychosocialrisksthey
will most probably be undergoing, training must develop courses to help rescuers
recognise signs in themselves and their colleagues that indicate a need to seek
psychological support. Bearing in mind the highly prevalent “superhero” model
among first responders, this approach should make up an integral part of each
emergency intervention organisation’s culture of promoting rescuers’ growth and
wellͲbeing.
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WorkshoponEthical,LegalandSocietal
ImplicationsofDisasterResponse
11thͲ12thDecember2008,Rome

ExecutiveSummary



















AworkshopwasheldbytheCenterforScience,Societyand

Citizenship (CSSC), to identify and explore some of the
ethical, legal and social implications of disaster response
and to collaborate ideas on future topics for exploration
within this field of research.  The workshop was attended
byover40participantsmadeupofexpertsfromacademia,
civil protection, military forces among which
representatives of UNESCO, NATO and European
Commission.
The workshop covered a range of topics including: the
ethicalcontextofdisasterresponse;choicesandchallenges
for decision makers in times of disasters; ethical decision
making in emergencies and issues concerning citizens
during disasters. It also consisted of two networking
sessions in which attendees suggested proposals for new
research and development for areas where further
researchisrequired.
The workshop discussion has stressedthe need of sharing
best practices to disaster response inside and outside
Europe. Standards of care, that also include legal and
ethical implications, are becoming crucial to enable first
responderstofacedifferenthealthcareprovisions,diverse

culturalrealitiesinordertoensureaneffectiveresponseto
crisismanagement.
The NMFR Disaster project, also through its workshops,
establishesthebasisofafurtherand inͲdepthresearchat
Europeanlevelaimedatsharingknowledgeandsettingup
policiesonthistopic.
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1. Background

This was the third workshop from a series of five being carried out for the project:
‘Identifying the Needs of Medical First Responders in Disasters’ otherwise known as
‘NMFRDisaster’(grantagreementnumber:218057).ThisisaprojectundertheSeventh
Framework Programme of the European Commission.  The purpose of this workshop
was to explore the ethical, legal and social implications of disaster response and to
identifyareasforfurtherresearchandcollaboration.
The workshop was considered to be important and timely.  Both law and ethics are
inextricably linked to good public health practice in emergencies, but despite a rich
literature on legal and ethical dimensions of health emergency, there is still a lack of
comprehensiveguidelinesconcerningthenewissuescreatedbyworldglobalization,the
impactofglobalwarmingandmodernͲdayterroristthreats.Inparticular,thereneeds
tobearealizationthatdisastersandhealthemergencies,whethernaturalorprovoked,
donotknowborders.Itwashopedthatthisworkshopwouldhighlightareasthatneed
furtherclarificationandthatsomeofthesecouldpavethewayforfuturecollaborations
ondisasterͲrelatedprojects.
Theworkshopbroughttogetherpeoplefromuniversities,researchcenters,government
institutions, NGO’s and private companies whose diverse backgrounds ensured that a
wide range of viewpoints were taken into consideration and led to some interesting
discussions.Alistofparticipants,alongwithcontactdetails,canbefoundinAppendix
One.
Theworkshopconsistedofplenarysessionsandnetworkingsessions.Thefourthemes
tostructuretheplenarysessionswere:‘DisasterResponse,theEthicalContext’,‘Choices
andChallenges’,‘EthicalDecisionMakinginEmergency’and‘VictimsorCitizens?’.The
networking sessions gave participants a chance to discuss their ideas of topics in the
disasterarenathatrequirefurtherresearch.Anumberofideasforfuturecollaborations
werediscussed.TheagendafortheworkshopcanbefoundinAppendixTwo.
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2. WelcomeIntroduction

The conference was opened by Mr. Emilio Mordini Director of CSSC.  Mr. Mordini
introduced the purpose of the workshop and encouraged participants to interact,
stressingtheimportanceofconversationratherthanamoreformalgathering.Healso
took the opportunity to thank contributors. He then introduced General Michele
Anaclerio,oftheItalianPresidencyoftheCouncilofMinisterswhogaveawelcomeon
behalfoftheItalianMinistryofDefence.TheGeneralnotedthatinItaly,thearmyplay
animportantroleinincidentresponseandthatethicsareparamount.Theimportance
of ethics was further stressed by Chaim Rafalowski of Magen David Adom (Israel).  As
projectcoordinator,Mr.Rafalowskigaveawarmwelcometoallpresentandhighlighted
theneedforthisworkshopandforthesharingofmanydifferentideasandopinions.He
noted that at present, not much research is generated from the field and more is
needed.Hehighlightedthatakeyaimoftheworkshopwouldbeintherecognitionof
issuesthatarecurrentlyunderͲrepresentedintheEUinordertocreateaROADMAPfor
futureresearch.Ofcourse,ethicsarecloselylinkedtothelawandoneoftheareasto
concentrate on in future projects will be in exploring what clarifications need to be
madeconcerninglegalaspectsofdisasterresponse.Indeedthereisadefiniteneedfor
suchaROADMAPasreflectedinthecommentmadebytheInternationalFederationof
RedCrossandRedCrescentSocieties(2000);
“At the core is a yawning gap. There is no definite, broadly accepted source of
internationallawwhichspellsoutlegalstandards,procedures,rightsandduties
pertainingtodisasterresponseandassistance.Nosystematicattempthasbeen
made to pull together the disparate threads of existing law to formalize
customarylawortoexpandanddevelopthelawinnewways....Thereareno
universalrulesthatfacilitatesecure,effectiveinternationalassistance,andmany
reliefeffortshavebeenhamperedasaresult.”
InternationalDisasterResponseLawProject–Chapter8,p.145


FollowingMr.Rafalowski’swelcome,Mr.MordiniintroducedMr.AlfredoManticiofthe
CivilProtectionDepartmentoftheItalianGovernment.Mr.Mantici,whoseofficedeals
withenvironmentalandindustrialhealthrisks,notedthat thedepartmentareusedto
approaching the issues from a technical viewpoint and that he was glad for the
opportunity to explore ethical aspects at this conference.  Monsignor Giorgio Nencini,
EpiscopalVicarfortheItalianAirForcethengavehismessageofwelcomeandhishopes
thattheconferencewouldopenagoodforceofchangeandhighlightvaluablelessonsto
belearned.Hecommentedthattheheartoftheproblemwithdisastersisthewayin
whichtheyslowdownopportunitiesforpeace,andthatthisneedstobetackled.
MsGilaLivnatRosinerfromtheEmbassyofIsraelinRomeexpressedherhappinessto
beattheworkshopandthehonouritisforIsraeltohaveMagenDavidAdomasproject
coordinator. She noted that Israel is the only nonͲEU member of the Framework
7
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researchprogrammesandhavebeeninvolvedsincethe5thFP(fullmembersinthe6th
and7th).Shecommentedontherelevanceoftheworkshop;sincethecreationofthe
StateofIsrael,therehavebeenmanydisasterstodealwithandtheIsraelisocialhealth
systemplacesahighpriorityonethics.


2.1 OpeningSpeech

The Opening Speech was given by Maurizio Salvi of the Bureau of European Policy
AdvisorsintheEuropeanCommission.MrSalvinotedthatthepoliticallineoftheECis
basedonthevaluesofsolidarity,justiceandhumandignity.Concerningdisasters,the
positionoftheEuropeanUnionisthatregardlessofthenatureofacrisis,theerosionof
fundamental human rights is not excusable.  In order to be better prepared for any
potentialcrisesthatmayoccur,theCommissionareimplementinganumberofactivities
tounderstandtheethicsofissuessuchasepidemicsandresearchtrials.Theyarealso
promoting the sharing and creating of synergies and are advocating the relevance of
fundamentalvaluesindisasterresponse.Assuch,therecouldindeedbeinterestfrom
theCommissioninthetypeofROADMAPthatthisconferenceisaimingtoleadtowards.
Mr. Salvi stressed the importance of the binding role played by the Treaty of Lisbon
(currently under ratification) which highlights human dignity as well as specifying new
actions and common financial resources between countries.  He said that there is a
politicaltrendtolooknotonlyatGovernmentalpowersbutalsoindividualcitizens.Mr.
SalvicalledforconsistencyattheMemberStateslevelandsaidthatthereneedstobea
commonplatformofunderstandinginknowinghowtoreacttodisastrousevents.


2.2 IntroductoryLecture

The Introductory Lecture was given by Mr. Stefano Rodotà, Chairman of the Scientific
Committee of the EU Fundamental Rights Agency.  He started his talk by making the
distinction between terrorism and other types of disasters.  He noted that natural
disasterscanoftenbeconsideredasatemporarysituation–theycanbethoughtofas
finiteanditcanbeseenthateventuallythingswillimprove.Incomparison,terrorism
carries a seemingly endless threat.  Thus, whereassome changes to legislation placing
limits on rights could be justified for the duration of a natural disaster, permanent
changestolegislationofthe‘BigBrother’genre,broughtininresponsetoterrorismare
riskyandtransformsocietyintoa‘nationofsuspects’.HenotedthatwhilsttheUSCivil
LibertiesUnionclaimthatthey“..wanttojoinEurope,nottohavethemjoinus”,theEU
approachiscontradictoryanddiscussionisneededonhowtoprotectrightsintheeraof
the‘Waron Terror’.Hespokeofthe newideaof personthat hasbecome popular:it
includes the physical body AND any technological support used.  Thus it is considered
thattechnologyofthisnatureshouldhavethesameguaranteesasthephysicalperson–
thisconcernsdataprotectionandcommunicationinparticular.
8
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3. DayOne


3.1 PlenarySession1–‘DisasterResponse,theEthicalContext’

This session provided some initial insights into how we define and conceptualise the
word‘disaster’andstartedtoconsidertheethicsofdisasterresponse.Itwaschairedby
GeneralAnaclerio.Presentationsweremadeby;
VincenzoMartines,ViceAdmiral,SurgeonGeneraloftheItalianArmedForcesandChief
oftheMedicalCorpsoftheMilitaryItalianNavy
ViceAdmiralMartinesspokeoftheinevitablesufferingthatresultsfromdisastersand
notedthateverywarhaspsychologicalandpsychiatricimplications.Hecommentedthat
ethicisimportantintheprinciplesoftheCroceRossa(theItalianRedCross)andforthe
ItalianNavywhobothplayimportantrolesindisasterresponse.Histalkpavedtheway
forfurtherdiscussionconcerningtheroleofethicsindisasterresponse.

BadaouiRouhban,DirectoroftheSectionforDisasterReduction,UNESCO
Mr.RouhbangaveapresentationonUNESCO’sapproachtodisasterriskreduction.His
talkfocusedonnaturaldisastersprovokedbyclimatechangewhichwasrankedasbeing
the fourth main human security threat/risk in the UNESCO Human Security
Questionnaire,filledoutby233people.Infact,itisundisputablethatglobalwarming
will lead to an increase in the number of disasters witnessed – particularly in poorer
countries– theinternationaldisaster database,EMͲDAT highlights thevastincreasein
numbers of disasters for the period between 1900 and 2000 alone.  The crux of Mr.
Rouhbans’ argument consisted of the fact that we need to shift from post to preͲ
disaster action.  Currently of every $100 spent on disasters, $95 go on relief. Mr.
Rouhbanarguedthatbyspendingmoreonpreparedness,thenumberofdisasterscould
beloweredbyreducingvulnerability.Thiswouldmeanthatlessspendingwasneeded
on recovery efforts.  A problem with this, as raised by the floor, is that it could be
difficulttoeducategovernmentsandthemediatofocusattentionelsewhere.

Laura Elena Pacifici, Head of the International Health Cooperation and Development
Unit,ItalianRedCrossHQ,Rome
Ms. Pacifici spoke of the need for flexibility in disaster response.  She argued that on
arrivalatadisasterscene,itiscommontohavetochangeprioritiesbecauseplansthat
weremadedonotreflectreality.Shealsohighlightedtheimportanceofdatacollection
duringdisastersandtherolethatepidemiologycouldplayinhumanitarianaid–namely
thatitcanprovideatoolforreͲassessment.Asexamplesofthisshespokeoftwocases,
oneinSriLankaafterthe2004TsunamiandoneinHaiti.Herexamplesdemonstrated
howeffectivecommunicationandadvocacybetweendifferentresponsegroupscanbe
vital for effective early detection of communicable diseases – they also reduce the
likelihoodofoverlapsandwastefuluseofresources.However,itwasnotedthatevery
countryhastheirownprogrammesforimplementingchangeanditcouldbedifficultto
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integrate these. This is another reason why advocacy and flexibility of approach are
important.

DavidAlexander,ProfessorofDisasterManagement,CESPRO,UniversityofFlorence
Mr. Alexander gave a presentation on the misconceptions that people have about
disasters.Hespokeofthefactthatdisastermythsprevailevenamongstprofessionals
who work in the field and that these need to be tackled in order for responses to be
effective – he provided evidence for the fact that experience, knowledge and training
about disaster situations led to skepticism in the myths.  A question was raised
concerningwhethercompletely‘debunking’themythscouldleadtocomplacencyandit
wasagreedthatconceptionsmustnotgotoofartheotherway.Itwasalsohighlighted
thatthe‘myths’mayinfactbearealityincertaininstances–therecanbenogeneric
response to disasters as each is individual.  One very interesting point was raised
concerningthenotionof‘paternalcareofcitizens’beingneededindisastersduetothe
panic and chaos.  Such paternal care would be the grounds for imposing various
measuresthatmightreducethelibertyandrightsofpeopleduringdisastersituations.
However,ifthepanicresponseislargelyamyth,weshouldconsiderwhatimplications
wouldthishaveontherightofgovernmentstoimposelegislationofa‘paternal’nature.

James James, Director of the Center for Public Health Preparedness and Disaster
Response, USA, EditorͲinͲChief of the Journal of Disaster Medicine and Public Health
Preparedness
Mr. James gave his presentation on policy in disaster planning.  He picked up from
where Mr. Alexander left off and noted that disaster myths are problematic because
theydrivepolicy.Hethenwentontodiscusstheroleofpublichealthwhichheclaimsis
every physicians secondary specialty.  He noted the importance of a mindset of
preparednessforphysiciansduringdisasterresponse.Currently,though80%ofmedical
practitionersfeelthattheyhaveanethicaldutytorespondduringacrisis,only20%feel
trained to do so.  A key message from Mr. James’ talk was that whilst it may be
impossibletoplanforindividualevents,itispossibletoplanforcasualtytypesthatare
likely to crop up in most disaster situations.  For example, respiratory problems and
burns.


3.2 NetworkingSession1

Thefirstnetworkingsessionwasintroducedbyits Chair,Mr.AssadRamlawi,Director
GeneraloftheDepartmentofPrimaryHealthCareandPublicHealthintheMinistryof
Health, Ramallah.  Mr. Ramlawi noted the importance of the conference for providing
theopportunitytonetworkandworktowardsachievingobjectivesandthegoalof‘one
world, one health’. He stressed that diseases don’t need borders and because of
globalization,anythinginonepartoftheworldcanrapidlytransmittoanotherpartof
the world. However, because not all countries have the same infrastructures and
experience,communicationandnetworkingisneeded;indeeditisvital,toensurethat
humanityisabletodealwithanymedicaldisastersthrownatit.
10
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To providemore food for thought and stimulation for discussions, short presentations
werethengivenby:
AaronRichman,ShieldGroup,TelAviv
Mr.Richmannotedthatdifferentpartsoftheworldwouldhaveverydifferentresponses
tothesamedisaster(e.g.atrainaccidentorahurricane).Heposedthequestionofhow
we could go about picking out areas of success or failure in general which is made
harder by the difficulties arising from attempting to compare different incidents or
regions.Butifitcouldbeachieved,itwouldenablebetterpreparationof‘preͲincident’
measuresinthefuture,ratherthan‘postͲincident’response.

PalomaC.ReyPaterna,SAMUR,Madrid
Ms.ReyspokespecificallyaboutthepostͲincidentresponsetotheMadridplanecrashof
2004. She noted that operational response to disasters is not enough and that
compassionandpsychologicalaspectsarealsovital.

Following Ms. Rey’s talk, discussion was opened up to the floor.  This started with a
followͲuptoMs.Reyaskinghowtherespondersdealtwithmedianeedsfollowingthe
disaster.Thiswasapertinentquestion.Evidently,afteranincidentsuchastheMadrid
crash,therewillbeaneedfornews.However,victimsandrelativesofthetragedyare
unlikelytobecomfortablewithhavingtheirgriefcaughtoncamera.Theissueofmedia
wasfurtherdiscussednotingthatitwouldbehelpfuliftherewereguidelinesconcerning
mediapracticeandorganizationduringdisasters.Itwaspointedoutthatveryoften,the
media are intrusive, sometimes without protecting and respecting the needs of the
victims of an incident. Media are crucial and are a vital tool for effectively conveying
news to a wider audience, however at present, the lack of international guidelines
concerningthisissuemeansthatoftenthemediacanbecomemoreofaburdenthana
blessing.Itwasaskedwhethertherecouldbeawaytocontrolsuchcoveragetoavoid
peoplebeingconfrontedwithinvoluntaryexposuretotraumaticimages.
Another question posed was whether SAMUR was aware of any other airͲcrash
responsesfromwhichtheycoulddrawusefullessonsandinformation.Theconsensus
from the floor and Ms. Rey was that, at present, there are no mechanisms in place in
Europeforthesharingofbestpractices.Thisissomewhatsurprisingasitissurelyvital
that responders are able to duplicate examples of good practice and to avoid making
mistakes which have been made before.  In Japan following the Kobe earthquake of
1995therewasameetingfor‘lessonslearned’and‘bestpractice’consortiumscanbe
foundinthe UnitedStates.ThisseemstobeanimportantrouteforEuropetofollow
and it was agreed that it would be helpful to have a collective database of ‘lessons
learned’.Itisalsoimportanttoencouragedialogueandinteractionbetweendifferent
disaster disciplines.  For example between ‘responders’ and ‘preventers’.  Responders
maybeabletoofferimportantinsightstothoseconcernedwithattemptingtoprevent
disastersinthefirstplaceandviceversa.
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Itwasalsopointedouttheimportanceofrecognizingculturaldiversityduringadisaster.
Respondersaretheretohelpandmustbeawareofdiverseculturaltraditionstobetter
assist.Itwassuggestedthatitcouldbeextremelyhelpfultocreateasmallmanualof
cultural differences concerning issues such as mourning rituals; for example, is it
appropriatetolooksomeoneintheeye,touchthem(provideahug/patonthebacketc)
withinthenormsoftheirculture.

Another issue that came up concerned handling sensitive data that responders could
potentially come across with in the course of their duties.  Is it the duty of the
responders to pass this information on?  Some legal reflection and guidance could be
helpfulforissuessuchasthisone.

Mr. Mordini commented onthenumberofideasthathad beenputforwardfromthis
firstnetworkingsessionandproposedthatitcouldbehelpfultoaimatcreatingalarger
project or enterprise in a couple of years which could incorporate several different
dimensions – a ‘project of excellence’ to provide answers to or at least further
discussiononsomeoftheseissues.


3.3 PlenarySession2:‘ChoicesandChallenges’

Mr.Mordiniactedaschairpersonforthesecondplenarysessionwhichconsistedofa
seriesoftalksonsomeofthechoicesandchallengesfacingresponderstodisasters.
LennartMalmström,HeadofEmergencyMedicalServices,DisasterMedicineKarolinska
UniversityHospital,Stockholm
Mr.MalmströmgaveapresentationonamodeloftriagethatisusedbytheUKmilitary
–inparticularheconcentratedontheethicalandlegalaspectsofusingthe‘blue’triage
label.  The blue label basically tells responders to ignore treatment as the victim is so
woundedthateithertheycannotsurviveortheirtreatmentwouldcompromisethecare
of others.  Clearly the question can be asked as to whether it is ethical to put these
people aside. Mr Malmström spoke of one instance where relatives altered the triage
labelsatasitetoensuretreatmentfortheirlovedones.Sofarthisbluelabelhasonly
been used during the Falkland War but there may well come a time when it could be
requiredagain,andwhenthattimecomes,responderswillneedtobeconfidentinusing
it being aware what the ethical and legal implications are.  A point was raised as to
whetherindisasterstreatmentdecisionsshouldonlybemadeconcerningmedicalissues
orwhetherothercriteriasuchasageandsocialstatusmayapply.Itwasfeltthatthere
was not a clear answer to this and that it would depend on issues such as what
resourceswereavailable.
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Michael Colvard, Director of Disaster, Emergency Medicine Readiness Training,
UniversityofIllinois,Chicago
In his talk, Mr. Colvard spoke of the role that allied health professionals could play in
disasterresponseandofthedecisionintheUSAtoselectandincludeanumberofkey
providers who are now legally able to contribute vital assistance in terms of disaster
response.Heprovidedaconvincingexampleofhowadentalsurgerycouldbecomea
useful ‘alternative treatment site’ in a time of disaster by providing basic medical
suppliessuchasoxygen,inoculations,minortriagecareandabed.Mr.Colvard’smain
argument was that, by including allied professionals in the response who are able to
provide vital lower level care, you are both increasing the number of people able to
respondandsimultaneouslyfreeingupphysiciansandnursestodealwithmorepressing
and complex medical cases that require fuller attention.  Overall this seems like a
sensible initiative and an excellent way of increasing human resources during times
whentheyaresoneeded.

MarcGuerrier,ViceͲDirectorofEspaceéthique/APͲHP,Paris
Mr.Guerriergaveapresentationonwhetherethicsshouldbeconsideredinpandemic
preparednessplansandinthedecisionsofwhotoprioritiseforvaccinations.Hetalked
of the ethical considerations in developing a public health response to pandemic
influenzaaslaidoutbytheWorldHealthOrganisation,inparticularrelatingtoaccessto
healthcare/vaccinations/drugsduringthepandemic(i.e.triageplansandprioritysetting
for inoculations).  One key idea is that those performing ‘essential functions’ should
receivethevaccinebutothershavearguedthatthemostethicalsolutionwouldbeto
setupa‘vaccinelottery’.ThecruxofMr.Guerrier’stalkrevolvedaroundthequestion
of how preparedness for a pandemic challenges democratic processes. Naturally,
everyonewantsthechancetoreceivepotentiallylifesavingtreatment.Howwedecide
who gets priority requires a lot of ethical consideration. A comment pointed out that
AvianFluis mostlikelytostartinThailandorEgypt,however the majority ofvaccines
aredevelopedintheUSAandEurope.Shouldanoutbreakoccur,thelatterarelikelyto
vaccinatetheirownpeoplefirsthowever,intermsoftheoverallgood,surelyitwould
make more sense to send the vaccine to where it was more needed – the point of
outbreakandsurroundingareas.Thisraisesquestionsoverissuesconcerningwhataid
shouldbeprovidedtoothercountriesandalsostockpilingandborderclosing.

Carlo Petrini, Senior Researcher – Bioethics Unit, Office of the President, National
InstituteofHealth,Rome
Mr.Petrinigaveapresentationonthepublichealthperspectivetoethicalimplications
ofdisasters.Hespokeoftheconflictbetweenpublichealthemergenciesandtraditional
bioethicsandprovidedanimpressivenumberofquotationsandargumentsconcerning
thevaluesatstakeinthecarryingoutofdisastertriage.Basically,aphysicianhastwo
options; to follow either the utilitarian principle, or the justice principle.  Mr. Petrini
thenattemptedasynthesisofpublichealthandtraditionalbioethicsviatheprincipleof
solidarity.Overallheconcludedthatabroadperspectivecouldbethebestattemptat
resolvingtheethicalissuesconcerningemergencysituationsaffectinglargenumbersof
people.Thiswouldinvolvepayingattentionbothtoindividualsandthosearoundthem.
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4. DayTwo


4.1 PlenarySession3–‘EthicalDecisionMakinginEmergency’

Marian RamakersͲvan Kuijk acted as Chair for this session which covered various talks
concerningdecisionsthatneedmakingfordisasters/emergencies.
NikolaosStilianakis,SeniorResearchFellow,JointResearchCentre,Ispra
Mr.Stilianakis gave a presentation on tools for public health decision making.  In
particularheconcentratedonsurveillancesystems,webͲbasedinformationsystemsand
epidemiologicalmodelling.Hespokeoftheallureof‘realͲtimemodelling’whichwould
behighlyusefulinthecaseofanepidemicasitwouldenableupͲtoͲdateinformationto
be used for the monitoring of hospital capacity, functioning of control methods and
adaptationofstrategies.Benefitsincludethefactthatitisuserfriendlyandeffectiveat
estimatingfutureincidence.However,italsocomeswithproblemssuchasdatadelays
andnoise.AndMr.Stilianakispointedoutthatthoughsomemodelscomeclose,itisnot
possibletohaveaperfectrealͲtimemodel.Itisalsohardtoimplement,particularlyin
terms of the creation of a European modelling system similar to the USA’s ‘MIDAS’ as
currently, not many countries in the EU are capable of carrying out the required
modelling.Despiteproblemswiththistechniquehowever,Mr.Stilianakisstressedthat,
used as a complementary tool to expert opinion and with surveillance and webͲbased
medical systems, modelling can provide useful insights.  European policy development
andestablishmentofanecessaryinfrastructurefortheEuropeanHealthSystemneedto
bemoredrivenbymodelling.

RaffaellaRavinetto,President,MédecinsSansFrontières,Italy
Ms.Ravinettogaveaninsightfulpresentationonsomeoftheethicalissuesfacinggroups
likeMédicinsSansFrontièreswhentheygointorespondtodisasters.Shepointedout
thatalloperationaldecisionshaveanethicalelementtothem.Oneexamplegivenwas
thatofhownecessitycansometimeslowerthequalityofcareindisasters.Forexample,
the drug used to treat AIDs in Africa is no longer used in Europe as it causes bad side
effects.  It’s use in Africa is justified by the fact that it is cheaper and so by using it,
despitethesideͲeffects,morelivescanbesaved.However,Ms.Ravinettoarguedthat
wemustnotbecomeblaséorcomplacentaboutsuchissues.Wemustaimtoraisethe
standard.  Another key point of her presentation was how views can differ between
headquartersandthefield.Duetofinancialororganizationalissues,headquartersmay
order the removal of an aid team from a particular area before the team feel they
should be leaving.  This highlighted the need for internal organisational ethics to be
considered as well as the ethics applied to the victims being assisted.  It was asked
whether local communities were involved in priority setting as this could assist with
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some of the ethical dilemmas faced.  The response was that this is being learnt over
time.

PierluigiIngrassia,CentrodiRicercaInterdipartimentaleinMedicinad’Emergenzaedei
DisastriediInformaticaApplicataallaDidatticaeallaPraticaMedica(CRIMEDIM),Turin
Mr. Ingrassia spoke on the ethical considerations to be considered when carrying out
research after a disaster.  He pointed out that research is needed in order to better
understand the psychological, medical, economic and social difficulties that face a
communityfollowingadisastrousevent,however,alldisastervictimsarevulnerableand
thusitisvitalthatresearchiscarriedoutinasensitivemanner.Therefore,risksshould
be assessed and informed consent should always be obtained from those taking part.
HealsospokeoftheuseoftoolstoassesstheDecisionMakingCapacityofanindividual
which he recommended should ideally be included during the recruitment phase of
every disaster research study.  Mr. Ingrassia made a good case for the necessity of
disasterresearchandofthewayswecanmakeitethicallyacceptable.Infactthoughwe
maybeabletoguessatthevulnerabilityofanindividual(forexamplebasedonmental
health problems etc), we can never truly know. And though there are potentially
numerous benefits to taking part in research studies it could bring negatives including
psychologicaldiscomfort.Itisvitalthatresearchersalwaysstrivetogoabouttheirwork
inassensitiveamanneraspossible.

Tom Sorrell, Professor and Director of the Centre for the Study of Global Ethics,
UniversityofBirmingham
Mr. Sorrell gave a presentation on emergency ethics particularly in relation to a
potentialpandemicinfluenzaoutbreak.Hegaveexamplesofvarious‘before’and‘after’
ethicalresponsesrequiredin thefaceofsucha pandemicand argued that emergency
ethics of this nature are utilitarian in principle.  He noted that though declarations of
emergency can be opportunistic acts by governments taking advantage of a situation,
they are not always sinister Ͳ particularly in relation to medical emergencies where
measuresarenormallydeemedacceptablebythepublicwhoconsiderwelfareissuesas
key.  Mr. Sorrell then talked specifically through the UK plans for dealing with a
pandemicinfluenzaoutbreak.ThenotionofantiͲviralsforessentialworkerswaspicked
up on from the floor and it was asked how you would define ‘essentialworkers’.  Mr.
Sorrell noted that if the priority in a health emergency is saving lives then essential
workerswouldbethosewho,quitesimply,couldsavelives.


4.2 NetworkingSession2

The second networking session was chaired by Stepan Vymetal of Charles University,
Prague.  He introduced the two speakers who aimed to focus the discussion towards
howfutureprojectscoulddevelopontheissuesraisedinNMFRDisaster.
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SergioSterpone,Sinergie,Torino
Mr.SterponehighlightedtopicsfrompreviousNMFRDisasterconferences,inparticular
relating to the education and training of responders.  He commented on the fact that
thereiscurrentlyinsufficientresearchintoareassuchastrainingefficacyandresearch
methodologies and that there needs to be more consensus regarding the content of
courses.  He also stressed the importance of ‘interoperability’ which will be vital for
raisingprofessionalstandards.However,thisleavesuswithaquestionconcerninghow
we can get different organizations to cooperate effectively.  Mr. Sterpone referred to
thisas‘impermeabilityamongststructures’.

AviTiger,MagenDavidAdom,Jerusalem
Mr.TigerwasnotabletobepresentandsoChaimRafalowskispokeonbehalfofMDA.
Forthebenefitofthosepresent,Mr.RafalowskigaveanoverviewoftheNMFRDisaster
project.Healsohighlightedsomeoftheissuesthathadarisenduringtheworkshopon
‘Use of blood and blood components in disaster’ held at the end of November.  This
includedafewethicaldilemmasincluding;
1) Who takes the decision to use blood that has not been tested for diseases
duringanemergency/disaster?Theneedforbloodcouldbesuchthatmedical
workers have to work with whatever supplies they can get, and in a disaster
situation,therewon’tbetimetocarryoutallusualsanitarychecks.
2) Recruitmentofblooddonors.InIsraelthenumberofmendonatingbloodoutͲ
doeswomenby5:1,howeverinSpain,donationisequalbythetwogenders.Is
this due to cultural differences?  Could Israel learn lessons from Spain?  And
whataredonationrateslikeinothercountries?
3) Howtotimedonations.Intheimmediateaftermathofadisaster,thereisoften
aninfluxofblooddonorseagertoassistinwhateverwaytheycan.However,it
wouldbefarmoreusefultosendhalfthewillingdonorsawayandgetthemto
return at a later date.  The problem is, how to turn them away and how to
ensurethattheywillcomeback?

Mr. Rafalowski also spoke about standards of care.  He noted that the differences in
thirdworldcountrieswereobviousbutheaskedtheconsortiumtoconsideraninstance
where an earthquake occurred in the sea between Italy and Albania.  In such an
instance, would the level of care provided differ for the two countries to match their
usualstateofhealthcare?WhatwouldbetheimplicationsoftwoEuropeancountries
withdifferinghealthcareprovisionsbeinginvolvedinamutualdisaster?

Finally Mr. Rafalowski commented that International Disaster Law must keep being
developed. He noted that the SPHERE Code of Conduct, currently the most
comprehensiveexistingdocumentintermsofdisasterguidelines,istoogenericandthat
weneedamorerefinedapproach.Wealsoneedtoconsiderthatdifferentguidelines
mayberequiredfordifferenttypesofdisastersandanimportantstartingpointissimply
indefiningthesedifferenttypes.
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Followingthesethoughprovokingpresentations,discussionwasthenopeneduptothe
floor.Concerningtheissueofusinguntestedbloodindisastersituations,itwaspointed
outthatsuchadecisionshouldnotbetakenby‘experts’butrather,wouldbeagood
timefordemocracytobeusedandforcitizenstobeaskedtocontributetothedecision.
Thisseemssensibleasifthepublicfeeltheyhavebeeninvolvedinthedecisionmaking
processtheyaremorelikelytoacceptthefinaldecision.

Another topic that came up was the idea of training responder managers to deal with
ethical issues at the scene of a disaster.  However, some noted that it would be too
overwhelmingforresponderstohavetoconsidertheethicalimpactoftheiractionsata
disaster scene and that guidance should come from organizational heads and the
responders code of conduct.  Thus in a disaster, the mechanics of providing the
response could take over and there would be no need for pauses to contemplate the
ethicalrightsandwrongsofactionsbeingtaken.

Akeyideatoemergewasthatbasically,ethicsindisastersituationsconcernsthetaking
of decisions which could be seen as controversial.  It could be useful to identify the
different decisions needed relating to the different headings of the NMFR Disaster
project.  So for example, it could be explored in terms of the human impact decisions
thatneedmaking,decisionsregardingbloodandequipment,thoserelatingtolegalities
andkeyethicaldilemmasanddecisionsconcerningtrainingneeds.

This second networking session led to the decision that it could be useful to write a
consensus page of recommendations which could be passed on to the European
Commission’sBureauofEuropeanPolicyAdvisors.


4.3 PlenarySession4–‘VictimsorCitizens?’

This session explored various issues concerning citizens during disasters and
emergencies.ItwaschairedbyGeraldDompig,ManagingDirectoroftheShieldGroup
Inc.,Aruba,Netherlands.

DidierBigo,Professor,SciencePo,Paris
Mr.Bigogaveapresentationbasedaroundthenotionsoflibertyandsecurityina‘worst
casescenario’.Inparticular,heaskedwhetherpeopleareviewedasvictimsorcitizens
withchoicestomake.Howtoprotectpeoplefromuncertainfutureeventsisadifficult
issue, particularly when combined with the notion of human rights.  Knowledge of
experts can be flawed – mixing it with statistical data may provide some greater
reliabilitybutitisstillriskytomakerecommendations.Forexample,ifyoucauseamass
evacuationofashoppingcentrebasedonaflawedpremiseanditlaterbecomesclear
thatyouwerewrong,whopaysforthedecision?Atpresentthisisnotclear.Another
problem can arise from the use of simulation software leading to a false confidence
relatingtoapproachingeventsasiftheyarenotunpredictable,whichinfact,theyare.
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Mr.BigorelatedthistotheFrenchlanguagetenseof‘futureinterior’whereyoutalkof
thefutureasifitisalreadyinthepast.Youmaybegivenafalseconfidence.

Kobi Peleg, Director, Israeli National Center for Trauma and Emergency Medicine
Research.  HeadoftheDepartmentforDisaster Medicine,SchoolofPublic Health,TelͲ
AvivUniversity
Mr. Peleg gave his presentation on whether children received a different standard of
carecomparedtoadultsandtheelderly.Hegavedetailsofastudywhichshowedthat
physicians are more emotive about dealing with terror attacks than motor vehicle
accidents,evenwhentheinjuriessustainedareofequalmagnitude.Hethenprovided
some compelling statistics to show that despite the elderly being the group with the
highest number of head injuries caused by terrorism (61.8% compared to 55.5% of
children)andhighestnumberofbodyregionsinjured–bothfactorsleadingtoahigher
likelihoodofmortality,ahighernumberofchildrenwereadmittedtotheIntensiveCare
Unit.Themortalityratesforchildrenandtheelderlywere7%and50%respectivelysoit
would seem that the elderly population are suffering as a result of this apparent
‘preference’orsensitivitytotreatchildren.Thoughthiscouldresultfroma‘WaltDisney
Effect’(tenderfeelingsforchildren),therecouldalsobemorepracticalreasonsbehind
this treatment bias.  Perhaps lifetime costs have an impact and perhaps there is an
additionalsensitivitytochildrenbecausephysiciansandnursesareawarethattheyare
lesswellemotionallydevelopedandsorequiremorecare.Morethoughtmayneedto
begiventothisissuetoensurefairertreatmentforall.Itcouldalsobeinterestingto
notewhetherthereareanyculturaldifferencesinthetreatmentofdifferentagegroups.

Jean Marc van Gyseghem, Research Centre on IT and Law, University of Namur.
AttorneyofLawattheBarofBrussels
Mr.VanGyseghemspokeondataprotectioninhealthemergencies.Hesaidthatthere
aretwotypesofdatarelevanttohealthemergencies,thatoftheworkforceandthatof
thepatient.Intimesofemergency,thereistheriskthat‘nationalsecurity’maybeused
as an excuse to invade the private spheres of individuals. Mr. van Gyseghem gave
informationonconventionn°108ondataprotectionwhichisapplicabletoindividuality
andrequiresdataprocessorstochoosetheleastinvasivemethodforusingthedataand
togiveaclearreasonfortheirneedtoprocessthedata.Hespokeindepthaboutdata
protectionlawinEuropewhichrevolvesaroundDirective95/46,Article8.Inorderto
workwiththedataitisimportantthatanysensitiveinformationisseparatedfromthe
nonͲsensitive information in order for it to be impossible to identify a particular
individualfromtheirinformation.

ManfredGreen,HeadoftheSchoolofPublicHealth,HaifaUniversity
Mr. Green gave a presentation on the ethical and legal issues relating to infectious
diseaseemergencies–inparticularatthestartofanoutbreakwhenthereisnoteven
absolutecertaintythattheoutbreakishappening.Hediscussedthetimingofactionsto
carryoutfollowingareportofasuspectedoutbreakandthelegalandethicalissuesto
be implemented (e.g. isolation with immediate effect, quarantine on day two and so
on…).  He also considered issues concerning first responders (i.e. ‘are their legal
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measuresinplacetoforcethemtowork?’)HeusedtheexampleofthespreadofSARs
toCanadaasalookathowimportantitistorespondquicklytoanemergencyattoput
effective measures in place.  He highlighted that there needs to be more legislation
clarifying quarantine, social distancing and travel restrictions.  It was noted that there
should be different protocols created for each disease as all are different and would
requiredifferentmeasures.

TobyL.Merlin,DeputyDirector,InfluenzaCoordinationUnitCentersforDiseaseControl
andPrevention,USA
Mr. Merlingaveaveryinsightfultalk aboutpandemic influenza.Hesaid thatitisnot
being hyped up – the virus is active and aggressive and is still evolving.  Predictions
basedonpreviouspandemicssuchas theoneof1918havethenumberof worldwide
fatalitiesestimatedat62million.However,thisislikelytobeaconservativeestimateas
thevirusfrom1918hada2%fatalityrateinhumanswhilstthecurrentvirushasa60%
death rate of humans infected.  Thus it seems like a much more aggressive and
dangerous strain.  Mr. Merlin spoke of the importance of mitigation to diminish the
impact of the virus.  In particular he stressed the importance of social distancing as a
mitigationstrategy.Healsogavethreeexcellentreasonsastowhyrespondersshould
beprioritizedforvaccination.First,theyputthemselvesatriskofinfectionjustbydoing
theirjob.Second,theyareavaluableresourcethatwedon’twanttolose.Thirdand
finally,theywouldbecapableoftransferringthevirusontomanypeople.Itwouldseem
thatthepublic (atleastintheUSA)alsosupporttheprioritytreatmentofresponders.
Despitesomequeriesconcerningwhatwouldhappeniftheresponderswereunwilling
to take the medication, Mr. Merlin said that he didn’t believe it would be an issue as
most of the responders questioned were more interested in whether they could also
obtainvaccinesfortheirfamilies.


4.4 ConcludingRoundTableandClosingRemarks

The concluding round table was introduced by Mr. Mordini.  The purpose of the
presentations for this section of the conference was to provide some sort of  final
frameworkfromwhichtohangtherestoftheworkshoptogether.
SimonLangdon,DirectorofCedarthreeLimited,CrisisManagementSpecialists,Bath
Mr.Langdonspokeoftheimportanceofthe‘GoldenHour’fordisasterresponse.Thisis
thetimeimmediatelyafterthedisasterhasoccurredinwhich,iftheresponseispositive
andeffective,thecourseoftheresolutionandreturntonormalityfromthedisasterwill
besignificantlypositivelyinfluenced.Hespokeoftheimportanceofhavinganeffective
disaster management plan in place. It was interesting to be able to make some
comparisons with the medical response needs.  The most obvious is that the initial
reactiontothedisastermustbefastandefficientandthatthismeanshavingaplanin
place.Whenpandemicinfluenzahits,responderswillhavetobequickoffthemarkand
mayhavetoimplementcertainsecurity/responsemeasuresbeforetheyareevensure
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whattheyaredealingwith.Theotherparallelcomesfromtheneedtoreviewplansand
updatethemaccordingtolessonslearned.

RenzoPegoraro,FondazioneLanza,Padova
Mr.Pegorarospokeoftheeffectofclimatechangeondisasters–namelythatitwilllead
toanincreaseindisastrouseventswhichwillparticularlyaffectthoseinthethirdworld
andinvulnerableareassuchascoastsandfloodplains.Heclaimedthattheknowledge
ofsuchdisastersincreasinginfrequencyleadstotwotypesofethicalresponsibilities;1)
immediate/urgent ones and 2) mid/longͲterm ones.  In other words, though it is
important to act now to diminish the likelihood of such events occurring by good
internationalcommunicationsandinstallingmeasurestotakebettercareoftheplanet,
wemustalsoplanforthefutureandlookatwaystoimprovethelongͲtermpotentialof
climate change related disasters. Mr. Pegoraro emphasized the need for strong
coordinationbetweendifferentagencies(i.e.governments/religiousgroups/responders)
andafocusonjusticeandsolidaritywhichwouldseerichercountriesassistingthoseless
welloff.Healsonotedtheimportanceofincludingfuturegenerationsindiscussions.

Mr. Mordini noted that it was important to conclude with the notion of future
generations: the conference had progressed from the concepts of liberty and
fundamental rights at the start, to the ideas of liberty and future; between those
conceptsMr.Mordinibelieveslayseverythingimportanttothepurposeofthisproject.

Mr.Rafalowskithankedeveryonefortheirpresentationsandsaidthathebelievedthe
conferencehadprovidedusefulandimpressiveideasforpotentialfutureprojects.
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5. ProposalsforFutureResearchDevelopment

From the general discussion, a few areas emerged as being worthy of further
exploration.Belowisasummaryofthekeypointsthatparticipantsfeltitcouldbeworth
focusingon.



ResearchDevelopmentIdeas



1. MEDIA – there is the need to develop of guidelines for media practice in
disasters, a form of control of the type of coverage to be shown in news
reports and the need to ‘re-educate’ the public and media providers in their
ideas of disasters in order to change the mentality and the approach taken
in the reporting of such events.


2. CULTURAL DIVERSITY –it could be helpful to clarify cultural differences that
could have an impact on disaster response. It would be useful for responders
to have some sort of manual or guide on different mourning traditions
amongst various cultures in order for their response to be as appropriate and
inoffensive as possible.

3. BEST PRACTICE CONSORTIUM – there is a clear need in Europe for some
type of method for different organizations to share lessons, information and
best practice tips with one another. To open up this necessary dialogue, it
would be highly useful to set up some form of database or annual
conference/report.

4. BLOOD DONATION – the topics highlighted by Mr. Rafalowski indicate some
important areas concerning the issue of blood and its uses in disasters. Things
such as who decides on using un-tested blood and how to encourage donors
at different phases of the disaster response need further explorations.

5. STANDARDS OF CARE – is it realistic to expect the same standards of care
for all? Is it possible to provide this one day? What different circumstances
could impact the standard of care received? All these questions need to be
investigated in greater detail.
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As well as the research development ideas proposed in the box, a few more practical
‘action oriented’ suggestions can also be made.  These will be explored over the
followingfewparagraphs.
There is a need to develop better collaboration and partnership between different
groups involved in first response issues at the planning phase of response protocols.
Thus those involved in operational aspects and working in the field, need to
communicatewiththoseconsideringethicalissuessothattheethicsofresponseplans
are clear from the outset.  If ethical matters are clear from the planning phase then
problemsshouldbeeasiertoavoidwhenresponseisrequiredduringadisaster.
Soforexample,collaborationisparamountinthefollowingareas;
x

x

x

Determiningcultureappropriateresponses.Thiswillensurethattheresponse
effortdoesnotmistakenlycauseoffence/distresstovictimsofthedisasterwho
may hold particular beliefs or practices that are different to those of the first
responders.Inparticularconcerningissuessuchastreatmentofthedeadand
ofthegrievingbutalsoconcerningmatterssuchasappropriatephysicalcontact,
cultureappropriatemethodsforcomfortingthedistressedandsoon.Itwould
be helpful if there could be an easily accessible document released by the
CommissionprovidingaculturaloutlineandguideforBestPracticeindifferent
countries around the world (with perhaps particular emphasis on the differing
traditions in Europe where most European First Responders will be providing
aid).
FindingmethodstoenabledisasterstrickencommunitiestobecomeselfͲreliant
again.Itisimportantthatrespondersareabletoenableacommunitytostand
on its own feet again.  Thus there needs to be some consideration in the
planningphaseofrespondingastohowresponderscanimprovethecapacityof
victims to carry on the recovery phase once aid is withdrawn.  Developing
protocolswiththegoalinmindofcapacitybuildingwithinthedisasterͲstricken
communitywillensureamoreeffectivelongͲtermrecoverystrategy.Inorderto
understandtheareasinwhichacommunityneedstobecomemoreselfͲreliant
and to determine best practice, first responders must communicate with
organizations which have the longͲterm welfare and ethical interest of the
strickenregionsinmind.
Considerationofrespondersneeds.Itisvitalthatfirstrespondersareprepared
for the situations they will face.  Whilst it is impossible to prepare for any
eventualityandsituationthatadisastermaythrowup,itispossibleinabroad
sensetoimaginethedistressthatmayhitrespondersinadismalsituation.Itis
important that a culture is built up whereby responders do not consider
themselves‘weak’toseekemotional/psychologicalsupportforthemselves.In
ordertodothis,responseorganizationsneedtocollaboratewithorganizations
capableofprovidingpsychologicalsupport.
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Therealsoneedstobecarefulconsiderationoftheissueofstandardsofcare.Weneed
to consider existing standards (for example – those outlined by SPHERE 1  or the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 2 ) and their
applicability to the European reality.  Though both of these are extremely useful
documents,theyarenotlegallybindingandassuch,thereisnostrictimperativeforthe
ECtoadheretotheguidelines.Itwouldbeofgreatuseifworkcouldbeundertakento
assesshowrelevanttheguidelinesprovidedbythesetwoorganizationsareinrealterms
and whether the existing standards are realistic in the face of real disasters (and
relevant within Europe as opposed to a more ‘global’ or ‘third world’ context).  Such
researchcouldalsoexplorewhethercurrentEuropeandisasterlegislationandguidance
isadequateandupͲtoͲdatewithwhatisrequired(asgaugedbyhowwellitcoversthe
topics outlined by SPHERE and the IFRC) or whether more effort is needed to reach
optimumlevelsofpreparationasoutlinedbySPHERE.
Thereisaneedfora"codeofconduct"forrespondersindisasterssothattheycanenter
responsesituationswithclearideasofappropriatebehavioursinmind.Inreturnthere
isalsoaneedforacommitmentfromsocietytothoseresponders,torespectwhatthey
arethereforandalsotoassistastheycanbyforexampletakingcareoftheirrelatives.
Existingcodesofconducttendtobefairlygenericwhilstnotprovidingspecificguidance
about situation specific behaviours.  For example, the World Medical Association 3 
advisesphysiciansthatintheaftermathofadisaster;
1.InthepostͲdisasterperiodtheneedsofsurvivorsmustbeconsidered.Manymayhave
lostfamilymembersandmaybesufferingpsychologicaldistress.Thedignityofsurvivors
andtheirfamiliesmustberespected.
2.Thephysicianmustrespectthecustoms,ritesandreligionsofthepatientsandactin
allimpartiality.
However, it does not provide specific guidance on how the physician should go about
respecting these diverse customs.  How is a physician entering a disaster situation
necessarily to be expected to know what behavior is appropriate?  A clear code of
conductthatcouldbedisseminatedtoallfirstrespondergroupsgivingclearguidanceof
appropriate behaviours would be beneficial.  It would also enable different responder
groups to come together and work in an environment, knowing that they were all
followingthesamebehaviorcodesandsoonwhichcouldallowthemtoworktogether
inharmonywithalittlemoreease.


1
 SPHERE(2004)Chapter5,MinimumStandardsinHealthServices.TheSPHEREProject
Handbook;HumanitarianCharterandMinimumStandardsinDisasterResponsep.249Ͳ
310
2
Fisher,David.(2007)LawandLegalIssuesinInternationalDisasterResponse:ADesk
Study – Summary Version (International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies)
3
 WMA Ͳ Policy : Statement on Medical Ethics in the Event of Disasters;
http://www.wma.net/e/policy/d7.htm(1of2)12/11/20071.32.01
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Another area requiring greater clarification is that it is important to set a legal
frameworkthatwillenablecrossborderassistance,specificallyaddressingtheissueof
volunteers.  For example, the question of how visas should be distributed to first
responders is one matter that requires further attention.  Would it be appropriate for
certaintravelrequirementstobesuspendedinthecaseofvolunteersprovidingaidafter
adisaster?Failuretodothiscouldgreatlyinhibitarapidandmuchneededresponse,
however, it would be extremely tricky to establish what changes to the law could be
acceptable and how it would be implemented.  This is a matter for both national and
international governments to consider.  National governments need to consider their
countryͲrelevant legislation and whether they would be willing to suspend usual
protocolstoenableaidtoenterthecountryinadisaster.However,ataninternational
level, coͲoperation and guidelines concerning unified crossͲborder responses are also
needed.  This will provide some clarity both for the international and domestic aid
organizations,andalsonationalgovernmentswhocanusetheinternationalguidelines
asastartingpointforconsideringtheirownposition.
TheseissuesareallonesinwhichtheEuropeanCommissioncanplayanimportantrole
bytakingtheleadandencouragingfurtherresearch/projectsinthisfield.Theyshould
providefundingtospecificallyexplorethesepertinentdisasterͲrelated/responseͲrelated
issues and could perhaps assist with the setting up of networks or best practice
consortiums to further advance collaboration in this field.  The EC should also take an
activeroleinreviewingcurrentlegislationonissuessuchasstandardsofcarewhichcan
then be disseminated to the various response organizations operating within Europe.
OverallthemeetingoftheDisasterprojectinRomehasledtoseveralusefulpointsfor
consideration regarding the European approach to Disaster response and it is hoped
thatthesewillbefurtherbuiltupon.
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) FOR FIRST MEDICAL RESPONDERS IN
DISASTERS

WORKSHOP ORGANISED BY THE SHIELD GROUP and THE
INSTITUTE of TERRORISM RESEARCH and RESPONSE

Amsterdam, Netherlands 12-13 January 2009
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
On 12-13 January 2009, in Amsterdam, Netherlands, emergency medical experts
representing Spain, Italy, the Czech Republic, Israel, and the Netherlands, were present at
the PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) OF FIRST MEDICAL RESPONSE IN
DISASTERS WORKSHOP organized by the Shield Group and the Institute Of Terrorism
Research and Response. These experts discussed issues that occur when providing
emergency medical services in the Warm Zone of a hazardous event or other disaster.

Background
Natural and man-made (both intentional and unintentional) disasters can involve a wide range
of hazardous substances – from industrial chemicals to military grade chemical or biological
weapons agents to radiological/nuclear materials. Transportation and treatment of patients,
whether at the scene of such an emergency or at a medical care facility, can put healthcare
providers at risk of occupational exposures to hazardous materials of all kinds. Having
appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) is essential in order for healthcare providers
to perform their life-saving duties providing care to the injured while protecting themselves
and the facilities in which they work.
Healthcare providers’ need for PPE during patient care was demonstrated in the wake of the
1995 sarin nerve gas attack in the Tokyo subway system. Off-gassing from patients during
and after transport to hospitals added 135 pre-hospital providers and over 100 medical
providers to the list of victims (Okumura, 2000). This event also illustrated the need for
decontamination capabilities and comprehensive medical response planning, training, and
preparedness efforts within the healthcare community. Almost 14 years after the Tokyo
attack, much of the PPE in use by healthcare providers remains incompatible with delivering
patient care.
Medical personnel must wear proper PPE when working in an area known or suspected to be
contaminated, or when handling patients who are or may be contaminated. Experience has
shown that hospitals will receive not only those patients transported by emergency medical
services (EMS). In addition, hospitals – especially those closest to the scene of the
emergency – will receive a large number of self-referred casualties. In many cases, these
walk-in casualties will not have undergone any field decontamination, making the need for
PPE at the hospital even more acute.
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Speakers
Joel Yonkman, Institute of Terrorism Research and Response
From Regulation to Response: The US Perspective
In the response to hazardous materials incidents in the United States there are many
organizations that provide technical guidance. This guidance is provided in order to assist
first response organizations to develop a safe and efficient response to hazardous material
incidents. In an attempt to understand a typical response a few of the regulatory agencies
and their role in planning for, response to, and recovery from an incident were discussed.
Each standard requires independent, third party certification to ensure that the protective
clothing meets its design, performance, and documentation requirements. Certification
agencies, such as Underwriters Laboratories (UL) or the Safety Equipment Institute (SEI),
certify the garment performance, not NFPA.
The First Receiver: The Hospitals’ Expanded Role
In the fight against terrorism hospital systems, a new member of the response community.
has been cast into the spotlight across the United States. In these types of incidents it is
expected that hospitals will play a much more active role in the future handling of
contaminated patients.
To that end organizations across the US have worked at providing guidance to healthcare
facilities regarding how to respond to such incidents. This guidance focuses on
classification of the first receiver, training requirements, incident command implementation
and PPE selection for hospitals. The intent is to provide for a safe, organized, and
coordinated response by hospital staff.

Mr. Chaim Rafalowski, MDA
“The response to a Toxicological Multi-Casualty Incident - the Israeli perspective”
Israel’s planning for providing emergency medical procedures have been put to the test in
the emergency response to industrial accidents. As a result of this experience, Israel has
provided its Advanced Life
Israel uses a response system that includes the Police (as incident command), the Fire
Department, Emergency Medical Management (MDA), hospitals, local authorities, and (in
the case of industrial-type accidents) the owner of the hazardous material.
•
Ambulance personnel are provided with pocket sized medical procedure
cards that assist them in making correct decisions in the field
•
EMS personnel have the authority to take action without receiving permission
•
BLS and ALS are equipped with auto-injectors to deal with chemical agents
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•
The rescue of the injured starts with the area furthest from the harmful agent
and working in towards the focal point of the agent.
Michael Perelman, Institute of Terrorism Research and Response
Animal Rights activists are affecting the ability of researchers to develop new and
innovative equipment, procedures, and tactics for emergency medical responders to deal
with terror related incidents. Research institutions, testing laboratories, and their personnel
are continuously harassed by activists who are willing to use threats and fire to stop all
medical testing on animals.
The Animal Rights groups are affecting research in North America, South America, and
Europe. A company located in one area, that has facilities in other areas (or countries) is
vulnerable to having any of facilities targeted for damage or destruction.

Dr. Irene van de Woude, Ambulance Service Netherlands
In the Netherlands, the Fire Department is responsible for issues of chemical
contamination.
The Fire Department, together with the medical department, is responsible to identify
whether a situation is a small scale incident with fewer than 10 casualties, or a large
scale incident with up to 250 casualties. Upon arriving at an incident, the Fire
Department must set up a 3 zone environment í hot, warm, and cold zones.
One ambulance, with its crew including driver and nurse, will enter the warm zone and
stay in the warm zone until the end of the incident. They will stabilize patients before the
Fire Department carries out the decontamination.
The Ambulance Service of the Netherlands conducted tests on decontaminating
individuals within the warm zone. Among other things learned in the tests í water and
wind chill become problematic in the Netherlands’ weather conditions. As a result, the
decontamination on-site will only be carried out in a sheltered place using warm water.
For large scale events, the Ambulance Service anticipates the use of schools or
swimming pools for decontamination of ambulatory victims.
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Mr. Tibor Mikes, National Institute of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Protection
National Institute of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Protection is a public research
institution established by the State Office for Nuclear Safety pursuant. For the purposes of
research and development activities in the field of chemical, biological and radioactive
substances and security technical support supervisory and inspection activities conducted
by the Office of Radiation Protection and the control of the prohibition of chemical and
biological weapons.
The work of the National Institute of nuclear, chemical and biological protection has been
involved in the measurement and evaluation of natural radioactivity with particular emphasis
on the measurement of radon and its transformation products. This work was done by its
predecessors, whose origins go back to 1954.
When discussing the development of PPE, the National Institute of Nuclear, Chemical
and Biological Protection suggests that,
There are various doctrines, technologies and equipment to face a CBRN event in the
individual EU member states. …Due to historical and economical development of member
states, as well as for many other reasons, there will always be some national differences
that are not feasible to supersede within few years. Hence the reports concentrate on
those aspects that are more or less common in the whole EU community.
It may be declared that in each EU state, there exists “something”(Personnel, technology
and equipment) applicable for CBRN events. Though such means and products were
usually developed for other purposes, they more or less satisfy the imperative needs –
under adverse conditions “something” is better than nothing. The basic conclusion is that
technologies and equipment exist in each EU country but they are not unified, neither fully
adapted to the FRs’ missions.
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Aaron Richman, Institute of Terrorism Research and Response
The initial moments of an incident that involves a chemical attack requires an immediate
response by protected emergency services both as receivers and responders as well as
command and control that is dynamic and flexible in the unified decision making. The
presentation addressed considerations related to command decision making in the field
based on the threat and the adversary techniques for targeting.
Command considerations include:
•
Training with realistic scenarios using the equipment that will actually be used
during real emergencies
•
Identifying communications weaknesses in advance
•
Explosives and device recognition
•
Policies, procedures, and tactics

The preparations for dealing with major incidents requires not only training, but extensive
exercises through the use of Table Top, Functional, and Full Scale Exercises.

Mrs.Paloma Rey, SAMUR
The Emergency Management System in Spain is based on a regional framework. Thus the
Servicio de Asistencia Municipal de Urgencia y Rescate (SAMUR) equipment and training
standards that are in place for the SAMUR are not necessarily the standards that are in
place for the rest of Spain.
In order to maintain a high level of training with their personal protection equipment
(PPE) the well equipped vehicles of the SAMUR respond to numerous non-medical
emergencies.
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PPE Improvement Workshop
On 13 January 2009, in Amsterdam, Netherlands, emergency medical experts representing
Spain, Italy, the Czech Republic, Israel, and the Netherlands, present at the PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) FOR FIRST MEDICAL RESPONSDERS IN
DISASTERS WORKSHOP organized by the Shield Group and the Institute of Terrorism
Research and Response, identified the following issues relevant to The wearing of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) while providing emergency medical services in the Warm Zone
of a hazardous materials incident or event or other disaster:
•
PPE must be designed that permits the fine movements required for medical
care
•
Breathing apparatus used by should be designed to be less scary to the public
and to the wearer
•
Current breathing apparatus does not permit adequate ability to communicate
through existing communications equipment. The failure of the equipment to work
together reduces clarity of communications or the integrity of the PPE.
•
Current equipment that is used by EMS was designed for industrial applications,
not EMS. Emergency medical personnel need equipment that was designed for the
EMS task (e.g., reinforced knees in garments)
•
The current “PPE manufacturer – EMS user relationship” does not have a
feedback mechanism (to the manufacturers) for design improvements
•
Current EMS PPE equipment has not been designed for the differences in
gender physical structures. The failure to address these difference results in poorly
fitting garments that can inhibit movement.
•
Emergency Medical personnel need multi-use “everyday uniforms” that can be
worn as a component of PPE within the warm zone
•
The issue of heat build-up within PPE is a critical issue affecting the wearer’s
ability to perform tasks over an extended period. Breathable suits that permit
heat/moisture build-up to exit the suit (similar to Gore-Tex) while still permitting safe
emergency medical work in the warm zone is a design request for the next generation
of PPE.
•
There is a confusion of standards as to when certain levels of PPE are
appropriate í and when they are not. There should be 1 set of standards – civilian and
military, providing guidelines on when to use PPE and at what level.
•
Smart sensors in air breathing filters currently exist. However, the wearer is
unable to ascertain when his/her filter requires replacement.
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•
Because of the civilian nature of EMS, Emergency Medical personnel have
different vision correction (glasses) and some have facial hair. Breathing
apparatus that will fit with beards and glasses should be designed.
•

Equipment that is environmentally stable so it can be stored in vehicles
o
Example: gloves that deteriorate because of the high heat environment of
Israel (current designs permit storage in storerooms, not necessarily in vehicles)

•
Standards produced by manufacturers for ongoing certification of equipment in
use in the field
•
Different EMS organizations have different combinations of equipment. However,
there is no independent validation of what equipment will provide acceptable levels of
protection with other equipment.
•
Emergency Medical personnel have various levels of training. Because of this
fact, PPE that is designed to be intuitive (“idiot-proof”) and can be used with minimal
training should be developed.
•
Face pieces of breathing apparatus should be designed to be anti-fogging
•
Emergency Medical personnel would benefit from the standardization of
o Training and guidelines
o Placement of equipment on vehicles
o Credentialing of personnel
o Color coding of equipment for identification of personnel and to identify task
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BACKGROUND
As part of the NMFRDisaster project, and following our background paper (1), a workshop
was held in November 24-25 of 2008, in Kfar Hamacabia, Ramat Gan, Israel (WP-5). In this
meeting key problems such as the Use of Blood and Blood Products in Disasters and the need
to have preparedness plans in order to meet surges in demand for blood components, needed
by casualties of natural domestic disasters and acts of terrorism, were addressed (see below).
The workshop was attended by representatives from the consortium members, as well as 30
senior experts in Emergency Medicine, Blood services management and Transfusion Medicine in
Israel.

WORKSHOP PROGRAM and PARTICIPANTS:
A. Following greetings from the Deputy to the Director General of the Israeli Ministry of
Health, MDA president, the project's and the workshop's coordinators, the following sessions
were held:
Day 1: 24th November:
1. Use of Whole blood and blood Component in Transfusion Therapy at the battle field
and in field and conventional transfusion centers
2. Alternatives/additions to conventional blood components therapy
Day 2: 25th November:
1. Preparedness for Natural and Man-made disasters
2. Rapid testing techniques
3. Visit and tour of MDA blood services center
B. Participants:
The following experts sent presentations for the participation in the workshop:
1. Members of the consortium (in alphabetical order):
a. Ambulance Zorg, the Nederland
i. Dr. Charles Lelkens, the Netherlands Military Blood Bank
b. El-Quds Nutrition And Health Research Institute, Palestinian Authority
4
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i. Mr. Sabri Safadi, El Quds University
c. Charles University, Czech Republic:
i. Lt. Col. Milos Bohonek, MD, PhD, the Central Military Hospital, Prague,
ii. Dr. Martin Pisacka, the Reference Laboratory for Immunohematology in
Institute of Hematology and Blood Transfusion in Prague
d. Fundacion Rioja Salud, Spain
i. Dr. Roberto García de Villaescusa, MD, PhD
e. MDA blood services, Israel:
i. Prof. Eilat Shinar, MD, director
ii. Dr. Vered Yahalom, MD, deputy director
f. MDA project coordination:
i. Mr. Chaim Rafalowski
ii. Mr. Assi Devilanski
g. SAMUR Servicio de Asistencia Municipal de Urgencia y Rescate, Spain
i. Dr. I. Rodríguez Miguel MD
ii. Ms. Paloma C. Rey Paterna

h. Shield Group Inc. – Security and Counter Terrorism Management
i. Mr. Aaron Richman
2. Additional Professionals from the participating members' countries
a. Dr. Emma Castro Izaguirre, MD, The Spanish Red Cross Transfusion Center,
Madrid, Spain.
b. Dr. Eldad Dann, MD, Rambam Medical Center, Haifa, Israel
c. Prof. Noga Manny, MD, chairperson of the Advisory Committee on Transfusion
Medicine to the Israeli Ministry of Health
d. Prof. Uri Matrinowitz, MD, Sheba Medical Center, Israel
e. Dr. Neomi Rahimi-Levene MD, Assaf-Harofeh hospital, Israel
3. Guest professionals:
a. Prof. Steven M. Becker, the University of Alabama, Birmingham, USA
4. Scientists Representing Israeli Biotechnology companies:
a. Dr. Amir Arav, Core Dynamics
5
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b. Dr. Baruch Rivetz, Orgenics LTD
5. Local professionals in Israel, such as:
a. Representatives form the IDF (Medical Corps and Home Front Command)
b. Members of the Israeli Consulting committee for the Organization of Blood
Services during Emergency situations
c. Senior staff of MDA blood services center

6
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REVIEW OF THE MAJOR ISSUES PRESENTED:

1. Session 1& 3: Use of Whole blood and blood Component in Transfusion
Therapy at the battle field and in field and conventional transfusion centers
The national and /or local response plans used in some of the participating members' countries
(Spain, Israel and the Check Republic) were presented and discussed (2, 4-6).
All the presenting authors agreed on some common principals, regarding preparedness plans
for disasters and the use of blood and blood components in such events: Blood services
worldwide must be prepared to meet surges in demand for blood components, needed by
casualties of domestic disasters and acts of terrorism (2).
Based on the Israeli experience during 26 years of hostility actions, suicide terrorist attacks
and other Multi-Casualty events the projected use of blood units will be 3 units of blood and 3
units of blood components (plasma, platelets and cryoprecipitate) if all casualties are taken
into consideration, or 8 units of blood and 9.7 units of blood components will be needed for
the moderate/severely wounded patients.
Dr. Eldad Dann, the Blood Bank director of the Rambam Medical center in Haifa, Israel,
presented their experience, from a point of view of a 3rd level major trauma center (3). In a
study aimed to analyze the issues of patient misidentification and excessive blood request and
to develop recommendations for the management of such episodes, a retrospective analysis of
nine explosion attacks was performed. Out of the 450 casualties involved in the nine
consecutive events 82 (18%) died on the explosion site and 368 were admitted to nearby
trauma centers.
Red blood cell units were typed and cross-matched for 70 patients.
Seventy-three per cent of the blood supplied over the first 24 h was administered during the
first 2h. The cross-matched/transfused ratio was
2.52 – 1.42 respectively, reflecting the overestimation of blood requirement by the Emergency
Medicine experts during the mass casualty episodes. The importance of usage of errorreduction design wristbands and a designated "blood officer" from the hospital blood bank
staff was emphasized, to avoid potential misidentification upon samples collection or during
blood administration.

7
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The Spanish Red Cross Blood Services put special emphasis on correctly determining blood
requirements in different events, providing transport for blood from one centre to another, and
sending a common message to all the country’s blood centers, as well as the general public,
about the situation of the blood supply in the affected area (4).
The three important lessons learned by this service were:
1) Blood collections must be controlled so as not to exceed the real requirements
2) Blood centers must always maintain sufficient stocks (5-7 working days for MDA and
the Spanish Red Cross, respectively)
3) A national stock coordination plan is necessary
4) Public appeal should only be conducted at the initiative of the blood services only, to
match supply with demand and prevent wastage
In addition it was stated that to satisfy the blood requirements during the initial 24 hours:
a) All blood that is initially dispatched should be type O packed red cell
b) The quantity dispatched to a centre should not exceed the amount of blood required
for one day (taking all blood types into account)
c) The initial dispatch of blood products should be carried out by the centre which can
most quickly deliver them
Although, currently it seems that the majority of situations do not require extensive use of
platelets or plasma, which seem in severe trauma cases be only necessary in special
circumstances, the workshop participants thought it could be interesting and useful to conduct a
muti-center study, looking at the usage of blood components in severe trauma cases, especially
in view of the new treatment regimen of component therapy (1:1:1) recommended lately in the
literature (8).
Development of an emergency plan should include the following strategies:
1) Alternative means of communication with hospitals and the coordinating centre.
2) Alternative means of transportation.
3) Coordination with local, regional and national authorities. This important issue was
also stressed by the participants of the Czech Republic, where a Resolution of the
Czech Republic National Security Council was recently passed (Res. No 19 from April
15th. 2008), where the Ministries of Health and Defense were entrusted with the
enforcement of “The Crisis Setup of Health System” - a Method of blood crisis policy.
The aim is to guarantee sufficient as well as efficient supply of blood products and
blood derivates in any place of the country during any crisis situation, such as mass
8
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accident, disaster, terrorist attack or war. The responsible government institute, the
Ministry of Health, cooperates with the Ministry of Defense. The system includes 7
state “blood crisis centers” (BCC), 1 military and 6 civilian and each of 7 BCCs is
responsible for supplying defined territory.
4) The maintenance of equipment, testing kits and other supplies for the collection,
professing and testing of blood (1).
5) Measurements need to be planned to assure attendance of an adequate number of
staff numbers, since in some events it could be reduced. In such cases there should be
a plan to redistribute the staff and /or hold the minimal activity needed to to ensure
essential blood collection and supply (5).
6) The maintenance of power supplies, water and telephone services, as will be crucial
throughout the disaster both to internal and external stakeholders with key messages
being developed for different stages of the crisis (4-5).
7) A coordinated national program can stabilize in-hospital inventories during routine
activities, ensure instant access to precisely defined inventories, facilitate sufficient
supply in times of disasters, and minimize outdating and wastage.
8) A plan can be established, to reduce current usage of blood through appropriate use
programmes, which may contribute to better control of the scarce inventory and
avoided shortage, in most cases. The plan should ensure that transfusions are
appropriate, and are based on national. As well as current guidelines or standards
from professional bodies (Council of Europe, British Guidelines, CAT, etc.) (6).
9) The organization of blood donors and volunteers, to send appropriate messages to the
public, and provide, where possible, a safe environment for donors to donate and for
staff to come to work (2,5). This should also include crowd control measures (4).
10) Strategies for working with the media.
11) The participants from the Check Republic added the issue of having a 3000 units of
frozen RBCs group 0, as a mean of support in times of emergencies. As this is a high
resources method to maintain and operate, it will be interesting to investigate the
actual use and cost-effectiveness of such components' inventory
12) Central blood services, as well as hospital blood banks should be included in drills
and training exercises of different set-up of man made sot natural disasters.
SAMUR-PC is considering the possibility of implementing the use of blood and blood components in
the management of patients with major trauma.
9
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Supporting a Consensus Conference on Appropriate Use of Blood Components in Normal and in
Disaster situations particularly in relation with regulatory concerns, can be an important tool for
authorities and health professionals (7).

2. Session 2: ALTERNATIVES TO CONVENTIONAL BLOOD
COMPONENTS
As a prelude to the session dealing with alternatives to the Transfusion Therapy using
traditional blood components, a comprehensive review of the Coagulopathy which occurs
during Massive Trauma was presented by Prof. Uri Martinovitch, the head of the Institute of
Thrombosis and Hemostasis and the National Hemophilia center of the Israeli Ministry of Health
at Sheba Medical Center, in Tel- Hashomer (9).
It was emphasized that bleeding is a major cause of preventable death in both military and
civilian injury from trauma, accounting for over 40 -50% of all mortality. In recent years new
insights were gained into the process of combined massive surgical bleed from large and small
vessels and the development of an early complex coagulopathy, which is an independent
predictor for early mortality. The modern notion is that trauma-related coagulopathy is not a
state of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), but a condition with excessive activation
of the coagulation cascade at the sites of injury, and an accelerated consumption of both
coagulation proteins and platelets, that enables the use of systemic hemostatic agents such as
fibrinolytic inhibitors , recombinant activated FVII-(rFVIIa), prothrombin concentrates etc. The
combination of coagulopathy, acidosis and hypothermia, recognized as the “lethal tirade” of
trauma, requires an early and aggressive comprehensive “hemostatic resuscitation”, together
with treatment of hypothermia and correction of acidosis (to at least above 7.2 but
preferably higher). The common practice for blood component therapy, including the threshold
hemoglobin for transfusion is currently being revised based on new data and the experience
of the American Army in Iraq, and the new protocol supports the use of a 1:1 PRBC: FFP. Other
components as cryoprecipitate (or fibrinogen in Europe) and platelets should also be
considered at the same time. The use of rFVIIa can probably be considered early in the course
of trauma and before the deterioration of the patients into an irreversible state, despite the
fact that there is still limited data from controlled trials.
10
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It should be remembered that conventional blood tests will not provide a swift enough answer
to guide decision making as they can be lengthy and do not necessarily represent the in vivo
picture. As monitoring the coagulopathy treatment modalities, using "on-line" equipment,
whenever possible, is an important therapeutic tool, Dr. Rahimi-Levene, director of the blood
bank of Assaf Harofe hospital in Israel presented their experience using Thromboelastography
(TEG), a technology able to demonstrate to the treating physicians the clot formation and
strength (10) (Figure 1). The test is performed in the blood bank, allows prompt on time
decision making and can be viewed online in remote sites (including the operating theater). The
use for blood components (FFP, cryoprecipitate or fibrinogen and platelet concentrates can be
readily assessed and the test can be repeated until the patient is stabilized and has received
proper replacement therapy.

Figure 1: Thromboelastograph

Since coagulopathy is an important component in the survival of trauma patients and since most
of the hemorrhagic mortality occurs even before the admission to the hospital, it seems rational
to study the use of an early hemostatic resuscitation in the pre-hospital settings, with the
intension to prolong the "golden hour". Emergency hemostatic packs containing chitosan
hemostatic bandage (Hemcon® USA), bicarbonate, tranexamic acid, fibrinogen concentrate
and rFVIIa can be used in such studies, provided interest will be shown by EMS systems.
In view of the need for more and earlier use of blood components, especially for treatment of
both military and civilian trauma victims, two the interesting approaches, of The Netherlands
army and an Israeli company were presented to the participants (11-12):
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1) Dr Charles C.M. Lelkens, a Royal Netherlands Navy CO and Medical Director of the
Netherlands Military Blood Bank presented their experience of using frozen blood
components of universal donor red cells, plasma and platelets (11).
The system includes a -80ºC frozen inventory of the most essential blood components
readily available after thawing (and washing if required), enables to safely reduce
shipments along vulnerable supply lines and abandon the backup “walking blood
bank”, without compromising the availability of blood products in theater. Moreover,
all thawed (washed) blood products are in compliance with international regulations
and guidelines.
Since August 2006, when the Netherlands started to participate in Afghanistan, more
than 400 patients have been transfused with some 2500 units of frozen blood
components, without any untoward effects.
Further research of the quality and characteristics of such frozen blood components,
both in vitro and in vivo, can be an interesting base for collaborative studies among
some of the consortium members.
2) Another fascinating approach to improve the availability of cellular components was
presented by Dr Amir Arav, from the company Core Dynamics, in Israel, regarding
the use of Frozen and freeze dried blood in disasters (12).
In view of the cumbersome process required for freezing and thawing RBC, and the
logistic and economic challenges regarding to the transportation of and storage of
such frozen units, the company is developing frozen and a freeze dried RBC single
units, which is safe, easily transportable, and ready for use upon rehydration.
The system is based on the principles of directional freezing, performed in a novel
freezing device (aka MTG), which allows for improved control over ice crystals
morphology during the freezing process. This freezing device enables successful
freezing in the absence of cryoprotectant agents (CPAs) such as glycerol, DMSO,
ethylene glycol and others. In addition, a dry thawing device (DTD) was developed
which enables the thawing of 500ml samples within 2 minutes. A proprietary freezing
solution based on saline supplemented with a sugar and an antioxidant, both non-toxic
ingredients as been shown by early pre-clinical studies, has been developed as well.
Experiments performed with RBCs units showed 100% recovery of the cells with less
then 3% hemolysis after freeze thawing in the absence of CPAs using CD freezing and
thawing devices. Furthermore, Autologous transfusions of fluorescent labeled 0.5L
12
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samples performed on donkeys showed an in vivo recovery of 80% of the thawed
RBCs 24 hours post transfusion and that the cells have maintained in the animals
circulation for 3 months, equivalent to non frozen labels units.
Initial experiments performed on freeze drying small volumes of RBCs samples showed
ATP and 2,3 DPG values similar to fresh samples but RBCs that were stored in
hypothermia with CPDA-1 solution showed reduced ATP and 2,3 DPG values.
RBCs that were frozen and freeze dried had maintained their typing upon thawing or
rehydration.
Further research of the quality and characteristics of such frozen blood components,
both in vitro and in vivo, can be an interesting base for collaborative studies among
some of the consortium members (see below).

3) Session 4: PREPAREDNESS PLANS FOR DISASTERS
In the session dedicated to preparedness for natural and man-made disasters few subjects
were discussed:
a. Protection gears for transfer of blood units and components:
One of the major issue that has no trivial answer, to the best of the consortium members'
knowledge, is the need to study the required Protective gears for whole blood units
and components, during their transportation from the collection sites to the blood
services, for further processing and testing, and during their shipment to the different
hospitals, in scenarios with chemical, biological and/or radiological threats. A short
presentation was made by Mr. Aaron Richman, from the Shield Group Inc. in the
Netherlands (13), emphasizing that critical supplies, such as blood and other medical
supplies, must be transferred between facilities, during a crisis incident involving a
weapon of mass destruction. A thorough research must be conducted to address these
matters and identify the optimal protective gears required to shield the blood units
from agents that may penetrate the bags (i.e. gases and other volatile agents) without
compromising the conditions necessary to preserve their function and performance, once
they are transfused.
13
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b.

Blood supply during Earthquake:
Dr. Yahalom, deputy director of Magen David Adom, National Blood Services, Israel
reviewed the preparedness plan required during an earthquake, which is a natural
disaster that might turn into a demanding event for the local blood banks and Blood
Centers, according to its location and consequences (14).
Such an event may disrupt the entire infrastructure, thus causing major damages. A
careful estimation of the different risks, evaluation of the gaps, establishing a
contingency plan and performing simulation of such an event will increase the
preparedness of national blood services and hospital blood banks for an unexpected
chaotic scenario that can not be predicted (yet) nor prevented. The different logistic
issues that need to be addressed were reviewed in depth, including the need for
previous knowledge of the vulnerable areas in each country, modes of construction,
density and type of population, infrastructure of the Blood Center & hospitals (need for
reinforcement of non constructive elements, power and water supply recovery plans) as
well as the recovery plans for testing equipment and blood components processing, IT
& Back up systems.
Alternative should be prepared for communication plans between the Blood Centers &
the Hospitals, employees, blood donors, the integration of Volunteers in the country &
abroad, and contacts between Government & other organizations in the country &
abroad and the relations with the media.
Plans for alternative transportation should be in place, including evacuation plans &
alternative site for blood services/ hospital blood banks including plans, establishing of
SOP’s, training and the need for increased personnel.
Blood Donors issues should also be taken into consideration after evaluating if there is a
need for increased donations.
The amount of blood and components needed per casualty will depend on the types of
injury, and unlike the needs after other severe trauma events usually occur in the
following days.
Last, but not least the issues of psychological support for employees, blood donors,
volunteers and their family members should be taken into consideration.

14
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c. Blood supply during Pandemia
Prof. Shinar, director of MDA blood services reviewed the subject of blood needs and
supply during Pandemic flue, as a model to a public health threat. In such event there
might be sudden increases in the demand for blood, accompanied by
restriction or even total elimination of the ability to collect, test, process or distribute
blood. The situation may be aggravated if there will be a restriction form using the
already available inventory of blood components (liquid and frozen), because it was
collected during the incubation period of the disease.
Such situation may require immediate replacement or re-supply of blood from another
region/country (15).
To this scenario one must add the threat for loss of critical reagents with short
expiration date (RBC), difficulties in transportation of specimens to central laboratories,
degradation in response time from central laboratories, loss of management and senior
staff members, who need to find alternative solutions and operate accordingly (16).
A fully developed preparedness plan should there fore be ready, that will provide
response for the protection of all the medical first-responders, including the blood bank
personnel, a smart and timely program to recruit eligible blood donors, assure access
to supplies, preservation of the function of equipment and facilities, keeping a
functioning management system all with the aim to maintain an adequate blood supply.
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4) Session 5: Rapid techniques
During major disasters one may expect a partial or complete disrupt of the entire
infrastructure, including power, water and IT support, a shortage or loss of critical reagents
with short expiration date (RBC), difficulties in transportation of supplies needed and loss of
experienced laboratory technicians. Therefore methods are needed which will enable to
conduct the requested tests on the donated blood units, before their supply to the hospitals.
Such tests can be grouped in 2 categories:

a. Blood type determination:
Dr. M. PísaĀka, from the Reference Laboratory for Immunohematology
Institute of Hematology and Blood Transfusion
Prague, Czech Republic presented their experience of Rapid Blood Grouping Using Lateral
Flow Device with Stable End-Point without Centrifugation (17).
As blood grouping, especially AB0 and RhD determination, is critical for the blood transfusion
compatibility, such tests must be performed on units before transfusing them into recipients to
prevent acute (and sometimes lethal) and delayed post-transfusion reactions.
While in regular times transfusion service centers and hospital blood banks are performing
highly accurate blood grouping tests using hemagglutination methods on precise, though
complicated semi- or fully automated instruments, simple alternative/s that do not rely on
computer and electricity supply will be needed in case of disaster.
Simple alternatives exist, such as slide on which mixing of drops of blood and reagents on is
performed on glass, ceramic or plastic surface, however, these methods have many
disadvantages /infectious risks, possible cross-contamination, dots drying, missing of weak
reactions, difficult reaction identification and result documentation.
Dr. PísaĀka presented their experience using a new rapid method was presented which
contains potent and highly sensitive monoclonal antibodies /CE certified and uses lateral flow,
providing stable end-point results without centrifugation within minutes. The currently available
credit- card- size "MD Multicard“provide simultaneous testing for AB0, RhD, Rh subgroups and
Kell antigen determination (Figure 2)
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Figure 2: MD Multicard system

b. Testing for Transfusion-Transmitted Infectious Diseases:
As for blood grouping most blood services centers and major hospitals are using highly
accurate Elisa and Nucleic Acid Testing (NAT) on precise, complicated semi- or fully automated
instruments. Here again a simple alternative/s method that do not rely on computers and
electricity supply will be needed in case of disaster.
Dr. Baruch Rivetz, a PhD from Orgenics LTD, in Yavne, Israel presented their kits of fieldoriented rapid diagnostics for early diagnosis of HIV infection (18). During the scope of
development of rapid in vitro diagnostics for infectious diseases, on rapid diagnostic platforms
aimed at low-equipped or non-laboratory settings and point-of-care testing, the company
developed two rapid 4th generation HIV test devices, which simultaneously detect antibodies
and antigen and differentiate between them. The system does not require additional
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instrumentation and therefore is deployable in multiple settings, from centralized laboratories
and blood banks to remote point-of-care test locations. The performance of both assays,
demonstrated in an extended series of clinical trials, showed the capability of detecting HIV
infection earlier than HIV antibody-only tests do and of identifying those who are acutely
infected with HIV.

5) Future projects for submission
In this section, some of the subjects that caused interest among the consortium members will be
summarized. These members thought these issues are important to provide assistance to the
Medical First-time Responders in Transfusion Medical and Trauma fields during Disasters, and
have the potential to be submitted as interesting research projects for future collaboration
among the participants of the workshop.
1) Monitoring the adequate usage of blood units and components in Trauma patients with
severe coagulopathy and bleeding.
Although, currently it seems that the majority of situations do not require extensive use of
platelets or plasma, which seem in severe trauma cases be only necessary in special
circumstances, the workshop participants thought it could be interesting and useful to
conduct a muti-center study, looking at the usage of blood components in severe trauma
cases, especially in view of the new treatment regimen of component therapy (1:1:1)
recommended lately in the literature (8)
2) Building a training program for the medical first responders in central blood services and
hospital blood banks in drills and training exercises of the various man-made and natural
disasters. The Emergency department MDA can lead this program and can adapt it to the
different disasters in different countries.
3) Further research is needed regarding the quality and characteristics of the frozen and a
freeze dried RBC single units, developed by Core dynamics, Israel, toward a safe, easily
transportable, and ready for use upon rehydration. Such a study performed both in vitro
and eventually in vivo, can be an interesting base for collaborative studies among some of
the consortium members.
A more detailed suggestion is included in here:
"Freeze thawing RBC units without Glycerol-Core dynamics
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Red blood cells (RBC) save lives! RBC units are administered routinely into patients
expressing a wide range of conditions (e.g. anemia, bleeding, chronic diseases, surgery,
etc).
In order to answer this constant need for blood supply the blood banking system has
developed. Currently, RBC units are mostly preserved in a liquid state up to a maximal
duration of 42 days, depending on the preservative solution used. Less then 1% of the
collected blood is being frozen. The use of frozen RBC units is limited due to the inefficiency
of the current methods for long term preservation. The cumbersome process required of
adding glycerol to a unit and freezing it is time consuming and expensive. Due to the
toxicity of glycerol the unit has to be washed upon thawing and prior to transfusion.
Thawing and washing is time consuming (between 1-2 hours). Due to the requirement to
thaw and remove glycerol from the unit prior to transfusion it cannot be used in acute
scenarios such as a battle field or disaster areas.
Core Dynamics has developed a freezing devise (MTG) which is based on the principles of
directional freezing, thus allowing control of ice crystals morphology during the freezing
process. This freezing devise has enabled us to successfully freeze in the absence of
intracellular cryoprotectant agents (CPAs). Overcoming this issue has made freezing without
glycerol possible. Core Dynamics also utilizes a proprietary freezing solution, named IMT1, based on saline supplemented with Dextran 40 and a new additive named
EppiGaloCatechine Gallat (EGCG) which is an antioxidant produced from green tea
leaves. Furthermore, Core Dynamics has developed a dry thawing device which enables us
to thaw 500ml samples within 2 minutes.
Experiments performed on freeze thawing packed RBC units with IMT-1 solution have
shown 100% recovery and less then 2% hemolysis upon thawing (without any washing
process). In addition, in vivo experiments were performed on donkeys. In these experiments
venous blood drawn out of donkeys, the RBC were stained with FITC prior freezing and the
blood was mixed with IMT-1 solution and either transfused without additional processing or
after freezing and thawing using Core Dynamics technology. The transfusions were
autologous. After transfusion blood samples were taken from the donkeys at the following
time points: immediately, after 2 hours, after 4 hours, after 24 hours continuing with weekly
sampling for up to 3 months. The results have shown that 24 hours after transfusion
between 60%-80% of the transfused RBC were in circulation and that the transfused cells
declined gradually in a similar manner to RBC that were not frozen over the next 3 months.
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All donkeys had normal physiological performance after transfusion and none of them
showed any adverse affects.
Pre-clinical studies such as genotoxicity studies, repeated dose transfusions in rabbits and
increased dose transfusions in pugs showed that the antioxidant used in the solution, which
is not approved for IV administration to be safe.
Further safety and in-vitro studies are required in order to finalize the frozen thawed RBC
procedure and to be able to start and use it as a fully developed product which will make
the use of frozen RBC in acute situations a reality. Performing these studies in the setting of
a blood bank will allow the incorporation of the system into the current blood management
system."
4) As monitoring the coagulopathy treatment modalities, using "on-line" equipment, whenever
possible, is an important therapeutic tool, Dr. Rahimi-Levene, director of the blood bank of
Assaf Harofeh Medical Center, wrote a preliminary aqbstract regarding a possible multicenter trial for the use of the Thromboelastography (TEG) technology in severly bleeding
patients.
The more detailed suggestion is included in here:
"TEG – MONITORING & TREATING BLEEDING PATIENTS
Naomi Rahimi-Levene MD, MHA
Director of the Blood Bank, Assaf Harofeh Medical Center, Zerifin, Israel
The hospital Blood Bank is a transfusion service, providing blood in every day life and in
extreme situations. Disasters are unexpected, their extent is unpredictable and therefore
one must prepare in advance for the worst scenario.

In a catastrophic event many

massively bleeding patients will have to be treated simultaneously, sharing sometimes
limited available resources. Once the patient is receiving blood products decisions have to
be made as to which products the patient needs and how much of each. Conventional
blood tests will not provide a swift enough answer to guide decision making as they can be
lengthy and do not necessarily represent the in vivo picture.
Thromboelastograph (TEG) is a technology demonstrating clot formation and strength.
Historically TEG has been used for monitoring open heart surgery and liver transplants. In
our hospital TEG is performed in the blood bank and can be viewed online in remote sites
(including the operating theater and the emergency room if needed). The anesthetists have
been tutored in interpreting the TEG and in a short time the need for FFP, cryoprecipitate
20
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(fibrinogen) and platelet concentrates can be assessed, allowing prompt ontime decision
making. In an event in which communication online is cutoff the TEG can be transferred and
setup in the operating theater, allowing decision making on the spot. The test can be
repeated until the patient is stabilized and has received proper replacement therapy.
We propose utilizing the TEG as an aid in treatment of the acutely bleeding patient. A
TEG will be performed on a prehospital sample (executed in up to one hour after taken).
Repeat TEGs will be performed as long as the patient is bleeding, in parallel to
conventional hemoglobin, platelet count, PT, APTT and fibrinogen.
On cessation of bleeding a TEG will be performed again.
Decision making on basis of repeat TEGs will be assessed in order to expose the patients
to minimum blood products."
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BLOOD BANKS AND TRANSFUSIONS IN CATASTROPHES
Dra. Emma Castro Izaguirre. Centro de Transfusión de Cruz Roja Española. Madrid.
Spain.
Blood Centres must have their own established plan, which is coordinated at local and
national level, that allows them to respond when faced with any local disaster or
terrorist acts that affect blood supplies.
To all intents and purposes, catastrophe is a situation which abruptly results in much
higher than normal requirements for blood products; blockades or restrictions on the
capacity to collect, process, analyze or distribute blood; or situations which create a
sudden influx of donors to cover the necessities in another place.
The plan must contemplate important aspects such as: correctly determining blood
requirements; providing transport for blood from one centre to another, and sending a
common message to all the country’s blood centres, as well as the general public, about
the situation of the blood supply in the affected area.
Experience in catastrophes has taught us three important lessons:
1) Blood collections must be controlled so as not to exceed the real requirements
2) Blood centres must always maintain sufficient stocks (for seven days)
3) A national stock coordination plan is necessary
The following assertions must be accepted to satisfy the blood requirements during the
initial 24 hours:
a) All blood that is initially dispatched should be type O packed red cell
b) The quantity dispatched to a centre should not exceed the amount of blood
required for one day (taking all blood types into account)
c) The initial dispatch of blood products should be carried out by the centre which
can most quickly deliver them
The majority of situations do not require extensive use of platelets or plasma, and will
only be necessary in special circumstances.
The plan should develop the following strategies:
1) Alternative means of communication with hospitals and the coordinating centre.
2) Alternative means of transport.
3) Coordination with local, regional and national authorities.
4) The maintenance of supplies for treating blood.
5) The maintenance of power supplies, water and telephone services.
6) The organization of blood donors and volunteers. Crowd control.
7) Strategies for working with the media.
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Massive bleeding in trauma and surgery:
The complex nature of traumatic coagulopathy
Uri Martinowitz MD, Head, The Institute of Thrombosis and Hemostasis and the National
Hemophilia ctr., Ministry of Health ,Sheba Medical Center, Tel- Hashomer and Sackler
School of Medicine ,Tel Aviv University.
uriel.martinowitz@sheba.health.gov.il

Bleeding is a major cause of preventable death in both military and civilian
trauma, accounting for over 40 -50% of all mortality. The process which
begins as a “surgical bleed” from injured vessels may rapidly evolve into a
combined massive surgical and diffuse “coagulopathic” bleeding from large
and small vessels, due to early development of a complex coagulopathy. The
severity of coagulopathy is an independent predictor for early mortality,
which in the presence of coagulopathy is above and beyond that expected
from the severity of injury alone. In recent years we have gained new insights
and significantly expended our knowledge on the complex process of traumarelated coaguloathy and its treatment. For years the convention was that
trauma-related coagulopathy is a state of disseminated intravascular
coagulation (DIC), a notion that blocked the use of systemic hemostatic
agents such as fibrinolytic inhibitors , recombinant activated FVII-(rFVIIa),
prothrombin concentrates etc. in these patients. Our animal experiments done
in collaboration with the Israeli and American Armies were the first to
challenge that convention. We have shown in a severe animal trauma model
that despite the similarity of coagulation results to those found in DIC, there
were no histological findings suggesting DIC even administration of large
doses of rFVIIa . Our findings were confirmed, with and without rFVIIa, by
numerous experimental trauma models. The new insight, with the
improvement in the understanding of the targeted mechanism of action of
rFVIIa at the site of injury and the accumulation of experience on safety of
this drug in hemophilia patients, led to the introduction of rFVIIa in trauma
patients. The first cases of successful use of rFVIIa in trauma patients with
“inevitable exsanguinations” reported from Israel, paved the way to a rapid
expansion of the research and use of rFVIIa and other hemostatic agents in
trauma, which were considered contraindicated in “hypercoagulable states”.
Several mechanisms contribute to the complex coagulopathy in trauma and it
is now clear that abnormalities in the basic coagulation tests (PT, aPTT,
Fibrinogen and platelet count) are only the tip of the ice burg of a more
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complex and potentially devastating process. Following trauma there is an
excessive activation of the coagulation cascade at the sites of injury which
causes a accelerate consumption of both coagulation proteins and platelets
which in many cases are also rapidly degraded by hyperactive fibrinolytic
system (Hyperfibrinolysis). The administration of large volumes of fluids and
multiple packed RBC units further dilute coagulation factors and platelets
("Dilutional" coagulopathy). In that respect, the use of colloids, in particular
high molecular weight starch, may directly interfere with fibrin
polymerization, platelets function and clot strength. Acidosis and
hypothermia, which are common in severe trauma patients, markedly impairs
thrombin generation, fibrin polymerization and platelet function especially
when coexist. The combination of coagulopathy, acidosis and hypothermia
has long been recognized as the “lethal tirade” of trauma. Since the presence
of coagulopathy correlates with early mortality, an early and aggressive
comprehensive “hemostatic resuscitation” addressing its various components,
must be adopted. Emphasize should be given to the prevention and treatment
of hypothermia and acidosis. A more judicious use of fluid administration is
recommended which should be guided by physiological parameters avoiding
unnecessary high blood pressure (“permissive” resuscitation”) that may cause
re-bleeding due to popping out of fragile clots. This approach will also
minimize dilution coagulopathy and may cut down the use of colloids. The
common practice for blood component therapy, including the threshold
hemoglobin for transfusion is currently being revised based on new data and
the experience of the American Army in Iraq. It is suggested that component
replacement therapy be given early in the resuscitation phase of severe
trauma patients , in ratios of at least 1:1 FFP to PRBC (given concomitantly)
and some times even higher . Other components as cryoprecipitate (or
fibrinogen in Europe) and platelets should also be considered at the same
time. Recent unpublished data, suggests that hyperfibrinolysis is a major
challenge early in the course of trauma. The results from several controlled
trials in various surgical patients, which have shown a significant reduction of
blood loss, blood requirements and even mortality with the preventive use of
fibrinolytic inhibitors, have convinced the European Expert Panel on the
management of bleeding to apply the same approach in bleeding trauma
patients. This is true for lysine analogues (tranexamic acid and EACA) but not
aprotinin, which recently had been shown to cause serious and even fatal
adverse events.
Recent data from animal models of dilutional coagulopathy has shown that
administration of high dose of fibrinogen concenrate can normalize clot
structure and firmness and decrease bleeding and mortality. Accumulating
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data from cardiac surgery and obstetrics support the important role of
fibrinogen in the control of massive bleeding. Preliminary animal models and
clinical data raise the possibility that the hemostatic concentration of
fibrinogen in such cases is much higher than recommended by various
guidelines, Current recommended target of 1gr/L is probably sufficient to
prevent bleeding in congenital afibrinogenemia patients or control hemorrhage
in mild bleedings but it is not sufficient in massive bleeding. The natural level
of fibrinogen in women before births, which is about 5gr/L, is hinting on the
hemostatic concentration of fibrinogen required to control massive bleeding.
This was recently supported by data from post partum hemorrhages and
cardiac surgery. Fibrinogen was also effective in restoring clot structure and
firmness in a pig model of severe trauma with thrombocytopenia, resulting in
a decrease in bleeding and mortality. Interestingly, fibrinogen was even
superior to pigs’ platelet transfusion, which raise the hope that fibrinogen may
replace platelets in bleeding thrombocytopenic patients. Further studies are
required to prove this assumption.
.
Since our first description in 1999 of the use of rFVIIa in trauma patient a
growing body of evidence suggests that the drug is a safe and effective as an
adjunct treatment for massive bleeding in trauma and surgery. Indeed, most
recent guidelines for the treatment of massive bleeding (American Association
of Anesthesiology, the European Expert Panel and the British
recommendations) support its use these patients despite the limited data from
controlled trials. The use of rFVIIa should probably be considered early in the
course of trauma and before the deterioration of the patients into an
irreversible state.
It has been shown that “last ditch” use of rFVIIa in trauma and surgery
successfully controlled the bleeding in most cases but did not prevent
mortality. It is important to understand that rFVIIa needs certain preconditions
for its effect such as a certain level of platelets, fibrinogen and other
coagulation factors .We demonstrated in animal model of trauma and also in
trauma patients that rFVIIa can bypass the coagulopathic effect of
hypothermia but not acidosis. The correction of acidosis (at least above 7.2
but preferably higher) restores the response to rFVIIa . The preconditions for
rFVIIa administration are summarized in the Israeli guidelines published 2005
in JTH..
Finely, since coagulopathy is an important component in the survival of
trauma patients and since most of the hemorrhagic mortality occurs very early,
even before the admission to the hospital, it seems rational to start the
hemostatic resuscitation in the pre-hospital settings. Results from animal
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model of sever liver laceration in the pre-hospital setting suggest that the use
of rFVIIa alone or in conjunction with hypotensive resuscitation can prolong
the survival from minutes to hours. In a different fatal model of aortic
laceration only the combination of the two – rFVIIa and hypotensive
resuscitation – could cause prolongation of survival up to several hours. These
encouraging data raise the hope that early pre-hospital hemostatic treatment
may prolong the golden hour to few hours and allow for more trauma victims
to be admitted to the hospital.
New protocols of combined pre-hospital hemostatic treatment are currently
under evaluation by few armies. Emergency hemostatic packs containing
chitosan hemostatic bandage (Hemcon® USA), bicarbonate, tranexamic acid,
fibrinogen concentrate and rFVIIa are provided to IDF special operating
forces of during certain missions.
Most of the recommendations for the treatment of massive bleeding in trauma
are based on extrapolation from controlled clinical trials in surgical patients,
limited controlled clinical trials and case series/ reports in trauma. Since
controlled trials in trauma are problematic, difficult and almost impossible to
perform in the pre-hospital (and especially combat) settings, good animal
studies that mimic the prehospital phase are of great importance.
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The Netherlands military blood supply system. Features and experiences in the
Afghan theater.
Charles C.M. Lelkens, MD, SBB(ASCP)
Commander (MC), Royal Netherlands Navy
CO and Medical Director of the Netherlands Military Blood Bank
Even in the twenty-first century the major cause of death on the battlefield still is
massive blood loss because of trauma. With an increasing involvement in the past
two decades of the Netherlands armed forces in worldwide armed conflicts, it
became very clear that having blood products available in theater at all times was of
absolutely vital importance.
Shelflives of blood components under normal conditions are extremely limited.
Furthermore, we have to deal with long, vulnerable supply lines and unpredictable
points in time where these products are needed. Therefore, the Netherlands military
blood supply was build around a system of frozen blood components of universal
donor red cells, plasma and platelets.
A -80ºC frozen inventory of the most essential blood components readily available
after thawing (and washing if required ), enables us to safely reduce shipments and
abandon the backup “walking blood bank”, without compromising the availability of
blood products in theater. Moreover, all thawed (washed) blood products are in
compliance with international regulations and guidelines.
Since August 2006, when the Netherlands started to participate in the ISAF / OEF
mission in Afghanistan, more than 400 patients have been transfused with some
2500 units of frozen blood components, without any untoward effects.
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Earthquake and blood supply – A challenge
Vered Yahalom MD
Magen David Adom, National Blood Services, Israel
An earthquake is a natural disaster that turn into a demanding event for the local
blood banks and Blood Centers, according to its location and consequences.
Estimating the risks, evaluating the gaps, establishing a contingency plan and
performing simulation of such an event will increase the preparedness of national
blood services and hospital blood banks for an unexpected chaotic event that can not
be predicted (yet) nor prevented. Preparations for such an event need to address many
logistic issues as well as medical and psychological aspects including:
1. Knowledge of the vulnerable areas in each country
2. Modes of construction
3. Density and type of population
4. Infrastructure of the Blood Center & hospitals
a. Need for reinforcement of non constructive elements
b. Power supply
c. Water supply
d. Testing equipment
e. IT & Back up systems
5. Alternative communication plans
a. Blood Centers & Hospitals
b. Different blood center sites
c. Employees
d. Donors
e. Volunteers in the country & abroad
f. Government & other organizations in the country & abroad
g. Media
6. Alternative transportation plans
7. Evacuation plans & alternative site for blood services/ hospital blood banks
including plans, establishing of SOP’s, training and the need for increased
personnel.
8. Donor issues:
a. Need for increased donations
b. Need for selective blood types donations
c. No need for increased donations
9. Blood Supply
a. Amount of blood /patient
b. Components required
c. Alternative blood suppliers
10. Supplies
a. Supplies for blood donations (Blood bags, Hgb cue vets etc.)
b. Testing Reagents & other laboratory supplies
c. Food & water workers
11. Shelter & Psychological support
a. Workers & Volunteers
b. Workers & Volunteers Families
c. Donors
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Field-oriented rapid diagnostics for early diagnosis of HIV infection
Baruch Rivetz, PhD
Orgenics LTD, Yavne, Israel
Despite decades of aggressive prevention efforts and advances in effective treatment, HIV infection and
AIDS as a sequential outcome remains a worldwide pandemic. Primary (acute) HIV infection can
display as a common febrile illness with nonspecific symptoms, hence, it may lead to inadequate and
misdiagnosis. Patients are typically highly infectious during the early stages of the acute phase due to
enormous viral burden in blood and genital secretions. An estimated one-quarter to half of those infected
patients are unaware to their status and put others at risk. These estimates are even higher in poorresource areas with no central labs. Traditional HIV screening that is mostly aimed at detecting later
stages of infection frequently fails to detect these highly infectious individuals. Therefore, establishing
the diagnosis of primary HIV infection is clearly of public health importance and it is essential to enable
opportunities to halt further transmission and obtain therapy that improves morbidity and mortality for
infected patients.
Orgenics LTD, currently a professional diagnostics division of Inverness Medical Innovations, Inc., has
25 years of experience in the development of rapid in vitro diagnostics for infectious diseases. Along the
years, Orgenics developed various serological assays for HIV infection on rapid diagnostic platforms
aimed at low-equipped or non-laboratory settings and point-of-care testing. Recently, addressing the
limitations of the existing rapid tests in detecting early infection, on one hand, and limitations of the
HIV 4th-generation machine-dependent assays, on the other, Orgenics developed two rapid 4th
generation test devices, which simultaneously detect antibodies and antigen and differentiate between
them. One test, ImmunoComb HIV 1&2 TriSpot Ag/Ab, distinguishes between HIV-1 and HIV-2
antibodies and HIV p24 antigen. This test kit accommodates up to 36 samples, does not require
additional instrumentation and therefore is deployable in multiple settings, from centralized laboratories
and blood banks to remote point-of-care test locations. The second test device, Determine® HIV-1/2
Ag/Ab Combo, is an individual 4th generation HIV lateral flow assay that provides clear visual results in
twenty minutes. The performance of both assays, demonstrated in an extended series of clinical trials,
showed the capability of detecting HIV infection earlier than HIV antibody-only tests do and of
identifying those who are acutely infected with HIV. This is achieved by detecting separately the
presence of viral p24 antigen before the appearance of antibodies to the virus, a feature that most of the
current 4th- generation assays fail to deliver since they provide a single combined undifferentiated signal.
Moreover, the sequential use of these tests, the Determine® HIV-1/2 Ag/Ab Combo as an initial
screening test and ImmunoComb HIV 1&2 TriSpot Ag/Ab as a confirmatory test, can provide a fieldoriented and economical alternative laboratory based tests.
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Frozen and freeze dried blood in disasters
Arav Amir, Core Dynamics, Israel
RBC units are routinely transfused as a life saving treatment for multiple clinical
indications ranging from the treatment of acute bleeding during surgery or trauma, to
the treatment of chronic anemia and different forms of cancer. Today, most RBC units
are preserved in liquid state for a maximum duration of 42 days, depending on the
additive solution used. Less than 1% of the collected blood is frozen for long term
storage. The cumbersome process required for adding glycerol to a unit and the
necessity to wash it upon thawing due to its toxicity is a time consuming,
cumbersome and expensive process. As a result of the long washing process frozen
thawed RBCs units cannot be used in acute scenarios such as a battle field or disaster
areas. In addition, transportation of frozen units is expensive and introduces logistic
challenges.
Core Dynamics (CD) goal is to develop a frozen and a freeze dried RBC unit which is
safe, easily transportable, and ready for use upon rehydration.
CD has developed a novel freezing device (aka MTG), which is based on the
principles of directional freezing. The MTG allows for improved control over ice
crystals morphology during the freezing process. This freezing device enables
successful freezing in the absence of cryoprotectant agents (CPAs) such as glycerol,
DMSO, ethylene glycol and others. Overcoming this issue has created a new
opportunity for freezing RBCs without glycerol and hopefully enabling the freeze
drying of RBCs. In addition, we have developed a dry thawing device (DTD) which
enables the thawing of 500ml samples within 2 minutes. A proprietary freezing
solution based on saline supplemented with a sugar and an antioxidant, both non-toxic
ingredients as been shown by early pre-clinical studies, has been developed as well.
Experiments performed with RBCs units showed 100% recovery of the cells with less
then 3% hemolysis after freeze thawing in the absence of CPAs using CD freezing
and thawing devices. Furthermore, Autologous transfusions of fluorescent labeled
0.5L samples performed on donkeys that were labeled with a fluorescent marker
showed an in vivo recovery of 80% of the thawed RBCs 24 hours post transfusion and
that the cells have maintained in the animals circulation for 3 months, equivalent to
non frozen labels units.
Initial experiments performed on freeze drying small volumes of RBCs samples
showed ATP and 2,3 DPG values similar to fresh samples but RBCs that were stored
in hypothermia with CPDA-1 solution showed reduced ATP and 2,3 DPG values.
RBCs that were frozen and freeze dried had maintained their typing upon thawing or
rehydration.
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USE OF BLOOD AND BLOOD COMPONENTS IN OUT-OF-HOSPITAL
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
I. Rodríguez Miguel.
Emergency Medicine, SAMUR –MADRID-PC, Spain

ABSTRACT
SAMUR-PC is an out-of-hospital Emergency Medical Service in Madrid that deal with the medical
response in emergency situations in the streets and public facilities inside the metropolitan area. This
include the medical response to mass casualty incidents with seriously injured victims involved.
SAMUR-PC attended to over 120.000 emergencies in 2007. In the last 5 years, 2095 victims of major
trauma (ISS>15) has been assisted.
In recent years, there has been a research effort in the knowledge of the physiopathology and treatment of
hipovolemic shock. However, the basics of the treatment of these patients have changed little over the last
years. They are still the control of external blood loss, to correct hypovolemia and restore tissue
perfusion.
SAMUR-PC is considering the possibility of implementing the use of blood and blood components in the
management of patients with major trauma.
The study makes a review of the bibliography supporting the idea and lists the technical, logistical and
legal drawbacks to face.
Key Words: Shock, Resuscitation, Blood components
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Management of a National Blood Inventory in Peace and Disasters - The Israeli
Experience
Eilat Shinar MD1 , Vered Yahalom MD1 and Barbara G. Silverman, MD, MPH2
1

Magen David Adom National Blood Services, and 2Maccabi Healthcare Services,

Israel
Blood services worldwide must be prepared to meet surges in demand for blood
components, needed by casualties of domestic disasters and acts of terrorism. Israel’s
national blood service, operated by Magen David Adom (MDA), has extensive
experience managing blood collections and supply in emergencies. This review
summarizes the structure and function of MDA’s national blood program, and relates
its’ experience to other practices that have been reported in the medical literature.
Between 2000-2005, 7497 victims (85% civilians) were involved in 1645 terrorist
attacks in Israel. On-site triage resulted in 967 (13%) who died at the scene, 615
(8.2%) that had severe injuries, 897 (12%) were moderate and 5018 (67%) mild.
Requests for blood averaged 1.3 blood units and 0.9 components/casualty, or 6.7 units
and 4.5 components/ severe and moderately injured. Public appeals for blood
donations were managed centrally, to match supply with demand and prevent
wastage.
This experience illustrates the advantages of a comprehensive program for managing
blood operations in emergency situations. A coordinated national program can
stabilize in-hospital inventories during routine activities, ensure instant access to
precisely defined inventories, facilitate sufficient supply in times of disasters, and
minimize outdating and wastage.
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Protective Considerations Regarding the Transfer of Blood and Other Medical
Supplies in Disasters
Richman Aaron, Shield Group Inc. Netherlands
During a crisis incident involving a weapon of mass destruction, critical supplies must
be transferred between facilities even under such conditions. One such critical asset
that must be transferred during such an incident is blood and other medical supplies.
The presentation will address various personal protective considerations to enable
medical personnel to transfer such lifesaving assets to their destination
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Rapid Blood Grouping Using Lateral Flow Device with Stable End-Point without
Centrifugation
M. Písaþka
Reference Laboratory for Immunohematology
Institute of Hematology and Blood Transfusion
Prague, Czech Republic
Blood grouping, especially AB0 and RhD determination, is critical for the blood
transfusion compatibility.
Correct AB0 type of the donor and recipient blood prevents acute intravascular posttransfusion hemolytic reaction which could have potential of fatal outcome in case of
incompatible transfusion.
Matching for RhD /the most immunogenic antigen of red blod cell/ and eventually for
other clinically important antigens /other Rh, Kell/ could prevent or reduce delayed posttransfusion hemolytic reaction /extravascular/.
Transfusion service centres and hospital blood banks are now performing the blood
grouping on semi- or fully automated instruments, based on different principles /agglutination
with centrifugation is the most common, others are agglutination by sedimentation,
agglutination with magnetisation of red cells, column (gel) test and solid phase test/. All these
test are highly accurate but dependent on complicated instrumentation, precise organisation of
sampling and identifying samples and computer and electricity supply. Most of above
mentioned tests are also available in manual versions, but these are also dependent on
availability of electricity power at least.
On the other hand a simple alternative is long time available: slide test using mixing
drops of blood and reagents on glass, ceramic or plastic surface. But this test has many
disadvantages /infectious risks, possible cross-contamination, dots drying, missing of weak
reactions, difficult reaction identification and result documentation/.
A new rapid method has been recently developed: lateral flow assay providing a stable
end-point results without centrifugation within minutes. Currently the „MD Multicard“ for
simultaneous AB0, RhD, Rh subgroups and Kell determination is available. This „credit card“
size format device contains potent and highly sensitive monoclonal antibodies /CE certified/.
The typing procedure is very simple. Only blood sample and one diluent solution is needed. In
first step the blood diluted in specific solution is added to application zone of the card
followed by addition of the same solution after 30 seconds. Distinct results are visible during
few /cca 2/ minutes and remain stable for very long time /depending on storage conditions –
in 2-8°C for several months/.
This new test is highly sensitive and specific. Several evaluation studies were
performed in blood transfusion centres including our institute. The test is sufficiently rapid
and robust and thus suitable for emergency diagnostics and for work in conditions when
electricity supply is limited.
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1. Remove protective label.
2. To the application zone: add 2 drops
(100 µl) of a suspension of Diluent F and:
• anticoagulated whole blood
•
native blood
•
erythrocyte sediment.
3. After 30 s: Add 6 drops (300 µl) of Diluent F
to the application zone.
4. After 5 min: Read and record results
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TEG–MONITORING&TREATINGBLEEDINGPATIENTS
NaomiRahimiͲLeveneMD,MHA
DirectoroftheBloodBank,AssafHarofehMedicalCenter,Zerifin,Israel

ThehospitalBloodBankisatransfusionservice,providingbloodineverydaylife,butalsoin
extreme situations.  Disasters are unexpected, their extent is unpredictable and therefore
one must prepare in advance for the worst scenario.   In a catastrophic event many
massively bleeding patients will have to be treated simultaneously, sharing available
resources.  Conventional blood tests will not provide a swift enough answer to guide
decisionmakingastheycanbelengthyanddonotnecessarilyrepresenttheinvivopicture.
Thromboelastograph (TEG) is a technology demonstrating clot formation and strength.
Historically TEG has been used for monitoring open heart surgery and liver transplants. In
ourhospitalTEGisperformedinthebloodbankandcanbeviewedonlineinremotesites
(including the operating theater).  The anesthetists have been tutored in interpreting the
TEG and in a short time the need for FFP, cryoprecipitate (fibrinogen) and platelet
concentrates can be assessed, allowing prompt on time decision making.  In an event in
whichcommunicationonlineiscutofftheTEGcanbetransferredandsetupintheoperating
theater,allowingdecisionmakingonthespot.Thetestcanberepeateduntilthepatientis
stabilizedandhasreceivedproperreplacementtherapy.
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THE ACTUAL PRACTICE OF BLOOD CRISIS POLICY IN THE CZECH
REPUBLIC
Lt.Col. Milos BOHONEK, MD, PhD, Central Military Hospital Prague, CZ
In the Czech Republic, which has over 10.000.000 inhabitants, there are collected and
transfused about 450.000 RBC units / year. The blood collection and processing are
performed on relative close system of 65 blood centres, with 2.500 – 30.000
collections of whole blood units annually.
Based on the Resolution of the Czech Republic National Security Council (Res. No
19 from April 15th. 2008) was the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Defence
entrusted with the enforcement of “The Crisis Setup of Health System” - the Method
of blood crisis policy. The aim is to guarantee sufficient as well as efficient supply of
blood products and blood derivates in any place of the country during any crisis
situation, such as mass accident, disaster, terrorist attack or war. The responsible
government institute, the Ministry of Health, cooperates with the Ministry of Defence.
The system ensures 7 state “blood crisis centres” (BCC), 1 military and 6 civilian.
The central role has military blood transfusion centre in the Central Military Hospital
Prague, which is called “Central informative and logistic centre” (CILC). Each of 7
BCCs is responsible for supplying defined territory. BCC must have own system of
contracts with local blood banks. The important part of the system is transport of
blood components during the crisis situations. BCCs are responsible for transport, in
case of troubles BCCs can ask the Ministry of Health for help with the transport
coordination. The BCCs have duty to keep at least 200 RBCs and 200 plasma units
and 2000 g of human albumin at disposal for national crisis policy program. CILC
collects actual information from each BCC about available blood a plasma units. This
information is updated daily in the morning. In addition, BCCs must have the
emergency stocks for blood collection (blood bags, tubes) and blood testing: 2000 –
2500 sets, depending on BCC territory.
The important role in this system plays the blood bank with frozen blood in Central
Military Hospital Prague, which is designed for 3000 units of frozen RBCs group 0.
The closed system Haemonetics APC-215 is used, RBCs are stored in -65°C in
mechanical freezers and shelf life after reconstitution in solution AS-3 (Nutricel) is
evaluated to 21 days.
The crisis level could be proclaimed by central or local health care authority or by the
government. Depending on crisis level the BCC solves it together with CILC on its
own level or in cooperation with the Ministry of Health. Any crisis status is
coordinated by CILC.
The Method is training periodically; the major accent is put on the communication.
The first experience with the real functionality of the Method we made in the
September 2008 with the humanitarian supply of RBCs and FFP to Georgia.
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ABSTRACT

Useofbloodandbloodproductsindisasters
RobertoGarcíadeVillaescusaMDPhD.,M.L.RuizAyalaMDPhD.andA.PoloEscricheMDPhD.
FundaciónRiojaSalud.Spain

Transfusionsupportisanessentialcomponentofclinicalmedicine,withtransfusionbeinglifeͲsavingin
many acute situations and many chronically ill individuals receiving regular transfusion therapy. It is
therefore critical that national blood transfusion services (BTSs) recognize the potential impact of a
disasterontheirbloodsupplysystemsandputcontingencyplansinplacetoensurethemaintenanceof
core services in the event of such disaster. The development of a contingency plan to ensure the
effectiveuseofavailablebloodwhenbloodstockshavefallentoverylowlevelsiscriticaltoensuring
transfusion support for patients on disaster situations. The Blood Services Plan concentrates on the
impactofadisastercouldhaveontheBloodServicesandtheactionnecessarytomitigatetheimpact.
Asfaraspossible,theBloodServiceswillensurecontinuityofsupplybutpreservinglifeͲsavingsupplies
wherenecessary.BloodServiceswillneedtoprovide,wherepossible,asafeenvironmentfordonorsto
donate and for staff to come to work. However it is likely that the number of blood donors able and
willing to donate will be severely reduced. Staffing numbers will also be reduced and activity in some
areas will be reduced to essential activity only with staff being redistributed in order to support this
essentialactivity.Communicationwill becrucial throughout the disasterbothtointernalandexternal
stakeholderswithkeymessagesbeingdevelopedfordifferentstagesofthecrisis.

Anotherkeyprincipleoftheplanisthatshortagecan,inmostcases,beavoidedbyreducingthecurrent
usageofbloodthroughappropriateuseprogrammes.It´sessentialtheappropriateuseofbloodandthe
use of effective alternatives in every clinical practice where blood is transfused, avoiding the
unnecessary use of blood and blood components (fresh frozen plasma and platelets) in medical and
surgical practice, ensuring that the transfusion was appropriate based on current guidelines or
standardsfromprofessionalbodies(CouncilofEurope,BritishGuidelines,CAT,etc.).Everyeffortwillbe
made to mitigate the impact on the supply (through targeted collection, marketing and media
messagingstrategies).However,ifstocksreducetosuchanextentthatlifeͲsavingdemandispredicted
nottobemeteitherimmediatelyorinthecoming weeks,thenitislikelythattheBloodServiceswill
havetorestrictusageandconserveredcellsandcomponentstolifeͲsavingtransfusionsonly.Thismay
be implemented even before stocks actually fall to critical levels. This will be difficult to gauge at the
beginningwhenthepreciseimpactofthedisasterisunclearandwethereforeanticipatemodelingthe
situation in real time.  As more information is obtained at the start of the disaster, e.g. the response
fromdonors,impactondemandetc,itwillbepossibletoassesstheemergingimpactonstocks.



SupportingaConsensusConferenceonAppropriateUseofBloodComponentsinNormalandinDisaster
situationsparticularlyinrelationwithregulatoryconcerns,canbeanimportanttoolforauthoritiesand
healthprofessionals.
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